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Recent

developments

in

commercial

satellite

products

have

resulted in a broader range of high quality image data, enabling detailed
analysis.

Transportation features have historically been difficult to

accurately identify and structure into coherent networks; prior analyses
have demonstrated problems in locating smaller features. One problem
is that roadways in urban environments are often partly obscured by
proximity to land cover or impervious objects.
focused

on

object-based

methods

for

Ongoing research has

classification

segmentation techniques key to this approach.

and

different

For this application,

software packages such as eCognition have shown encouraging results in
assessing spatial and spectral patterns at varied scales in intelligent
classification of aerial and satellite imagery.
In this study 2.44m QuickBird and 4m Ikonos multispectral
imagery for a 7.5' quad near the Mississippi Gulf Coast are examined.
Challenges in analysis include intricate networks of smaller roads in
residential zones and regions of tall/dense tree cover. Both spectral and
object-based approaches are implemented for pre-classification, and road
features are extracted using various techniques, after which the results
are compared based on a “Raster Completeness” model developed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Remotely sensed images provide a global information resource.
Relative to traditional types of information collected for transportation
systems, a much broader variety of image data is available and in greater
quantity.

This data has become readily accessible to transportation

organizations for use in planning and operations.

Gaining maximum

benefit from these resources, however, will require research involving not
only new data analysis approaches but also the development of tools for
the analysis and manipulation of such data.
In any remote sensing application, data extraction and analysis
steps are of key importance.

Analysis and classification of remotely

sensed data has particular utility for transportation application, e.g. in
land use and land cover change detection, transportation infrastructure
management, environmental impact assessment and accurate base maps
for intelligent transportation.
Over the years there has been a great deal of development and
progress in technology that has led to better sensors, improved spatial
-1-
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accuracy, better resolution and advanced programs to classify, evaluate
and extract features from aerial and satellite imagery.

Improved data

storage and high end processing capabilities have opened a world of new
dimensions. The Landsat program that started in late 1960’s, with the
launch of Landsat 1 that had 80 meter pixel resolution in 1972, since
then there has been tremendous development in this series. Landsat 7
was launched in 1999 with the Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+)
platform, which provides a continuation of the medium-resolution
imagery of a quality and affordability that made TM popular.
added

a

higher-resolution

panchromatic

band

to

aid

It also
image

interpretation.
The main goal during this work is to explore the potential of high
resolution imagery to improve over the traditional digitizing methods for
updating roads that take enormous amount of man-hours and the
consistency lag due to continuous labor intensive work, by automating
the process and derive best results thereby minimizing human effort
involved and maintaining consistency and increased accuracy during the
whole process. The purpose of this project is to extract roads and in turn
use it in planning new transportation developments, and updating
existing feature layers.

3

An initial attempt was made to extract road features from Landsat
7 satellite imagery.

The accuracy with the 30 meter resolution data

proved too coarse to classify detailed road features. The next approach
looked at the highest resolution imagery available from commercial
satellites.

Ikonos satellite with 4 meter multispectral and 1 meter

panchromatic imagery and QuickBird with 2.44 meter and 0.61 meter
panchromatic imagery gave ideal platform to explore there potential in
achieving the job objectives.

Acquisition of the imagery was placed

through the NASA data buy.
Imagery from two different satellite sources were analyzed using
four

different

classification

classification approaches.

methods

based

on

the

two

major

Analysis, comparison and development of

statistics based on the extraction and classification of transportation
features was performed with the aid of the remotely sensed data, using
spectral and object-based analysis for a quad from the Mississippi
coastal corridor area.

In this particular study one 7.5' quad region –

Dead Tiger Creek – is considered.
One 7.5' quad region (Dead Tiger Creek, shown in Figure 1) is the
focus of this study. This area selection was based on data available from
two commercial high-resolution satellite imagery vendors – DigitalGlobe
(QuickBird) and Ikonos. GIS tools were used to aid the quad selection

-4-

process.

QuickBird’s high spatial resolution imagery provides a means

to more effectively identify man-made objects and has an additional
advantage in mapping and planning activities when analyzed in
conjunction with Ikonos data, a similarly high-resolution data source.

CHAPTER II
Techniques Discussion

Classification refers to sorting and grouping data into finite
number of classes or themes, which can be uniquely identified and
categorized (in to land cover classes) through a process also known as
image segmentation. Normally multispectral imagery is used to conduct
classification. Classification algorithms are routinely used to reduce the
large volume of data present in a dataset to several classes that are
meaningful to the investigator.

Different methods were considered; an

overview of these methods is as follows.

Spectral Based Approach
A

spectral

based

algorithm

utilizes

spectral

pattern

value

combinations for different feature types (each having a unique Digital
Number (DN)), utilizing the inherent spectral reflectance and emitance
information present within each specific pixel to find meaningful patterns
in data.

A classification decision for a given pixel is according to the

spectral data (DN value of the multi-spectral data). Statistics are then
-5-

-6-

derived from the spectral characteristics of all the pixels from the whole
image.
Simple spectral or pixel based classifiers originated in the 1970's,
and were designed for multispectral data. They can be generally thought
of as belonging to one of two major categories:
Supervised.

Unsupervised and

Both classification methods are routinely applied to

remotely sensed data based on spectral or pixel based schemes.

Unsupervised Classification Algorithms
Unsupervised classification Clusters data according to several userdefined statistical parameters in an iterative fashion until either some
percentage of pixels remain unchanged or a maximum number of
iterations have been performed.

This method of classification is most

useful in cases where there is either no previous knowledge of an area or
no readily available ground truth data.

It is also utilized in order to

determine classes by spectral distinctions that are inherent in the data.
This family of classifiers involves algorithms that examine the unknown
pixels in an image and aggregate them into a number of classes based on
the natural groupings or clusters present in the image values. (Lillesand
and Kiefer 2000)
Three major unsupervised classification methods are commonly
used. These are:

-7-

•

K-Means - The K-Means classifier uses a cluster analysis
approach, which requires the analyst to specify the number of
clusters n to be located in the data. An arbitrary set of n cluster
center is then generated in the multidimensional measurement
space, after which these are iteratively repositioned until optimal
spectral separability is achieved.

•

Fuzzy C Means - This method is Very similar to K-Means. However,
fuzzy logic is also incorporated.

•

ISODATA - The ISODATA (Iterative Self-Organizing Data analysis
Technique)

classifier

initially

calculates

class

means

evenly

distributed in the data space and then iteratively clusters the
remaining pixels using minimum distance techniques.

Each

iteration recalculates mean and reclassifies pixels with respect to
the new means. This process continues until the number of pixels
in each class changes by less than the selected pixel change
threshold or the maximum number of iterations is reached.

In

case the user is asked to indicate the number of clusters to be
created and the iterations to be carried out.

They must decide

which class corresponds to a particular surface representation (at
the conclusion of the process).
In this study, an unsupervised clustering algorithm is used within
ERDAS Imagine for image analysis involving an implementation of the K-

-8-

means statistical clustering procedure, called ISODATA a modified Kmeans clustering algorithm. ISODATA is a widely used clustering
algorithm noted earlier. A large number of passes across an image are
performed using a minimum spectral distance formula to form clusters.
This begins with either arbitrary cluster means or means of an existing
signature set, and each time the clustering repeats, the means of these
clusters are shifted.

The new cluster means are used for the next

iteration.
The ISODATA utility repeats the clustering of the image until either
a maximum number of iterations have been performed, or a maximum
percentage of unchanged pixels have been reached between two
iterations.
The output file consists of a single image band with intensity
values if the initial cluster means are arbitrary. The user classifies these
individual output classes to general classes via a pick and add method to
the final classification schema assigning different color for the distinct
classes. The ISODATA input parameters are (pcigeomatics.com):
•

Maximum Iterations: Here the user enters the number of times
(maximum) that the ISODATA utility should recluster the data.
This parameter prevents this utility from running too long, or
from potentially getting “stuck” in an endless cycle without
reaching the convergence threshold.

-9-

•

Convergence Threshold: The convergence threshold defines the
maximum percentage of pixels whose cluster assignments can
go unchanged between iterations. This threshold prevents the
ISODATA utility from running indefinitely. By specifying a
convergence threshold of 0.90, for instance, would specify that
when at least 90% of the pixels stay in the same cluster after
two successive iterations, the utility should stop processing. In
other words, as soon as 10% or fewer of the pixels change
clusters between iterations, the utility will stop processing.

Supervised Classification Algorithms
These algorithms rely on user-defined training areas that define
Area Of Interest (AOIs), defining areas where known cover types present
in the imagery scene or assumed to be known. There regions are chosen
to be representative (as closely as possible) of only one particular class.
Several different types of supervised classifiers (algorithms) exist.

The

most significant of these are:
•

Parallelepiped: Parallelepiped classification uses a simple box
or decision rule to classify multispectral data.

The decision

boundaries selected form an n-dimensional parallelepiped in
the image data space. The dimensions of the parallelepiped are
defined based upon a standard deviation threshold from the

- 10 -

mean of each selected class. “The parallelepiped classifier is
typically used when speed is required. Unfortunately, in many
cases this results in poor accuracy and a large number of pixels
classified as ties (or overlap, class 255).” (Hodgson, M.E., 1988)
•

Maximum Likelihood:

Also known as Gaussian Maximum

likelihood classification, this method assumes that the statistics
for each class in each band are normally distributed and
calculates the probability that a given pixel belongs to a specific
class (Gaussian distribution). Unless a probability threshold is
selected, all pixels are classified.

Each pixel is assigned to

the class that has the highest probability (i.e., the "maximum
likelihood").
•

Minimum Distance: The minimum distance classification uses
the mean vectors of each ROI and calculates the Euclidean
distance from each unknown pixel to the mean vector for each
class. All pixels are classified to the closest ROI class unless
the user specifies standard deviation or distance thresholds, in
which case some pixels may remain unclassified if they do not
meet the selected criteria.

•

Mahalanobis

Distance:

The

Mahalanobis

Distance

classification is a direction-sensitive distance classifier that
retains unique statistics for each class. It is similar to the

- 11 -

Maximum Likelihood classification but assumes all class
covariance’s to be equal, and due to the relative savings in
processing time is a faster method. All pixels are classified to
the closest ROI class unless the user specifies a distance
threshold, in which case some pixels may be unclassified if they
do not meet the threshold.
•

Binary

Encoding

Classification:

The

binary

encoding

classification technique encodes the data and endmember
spectra into 0’s and 1’s based on whether a band falls below or
above the spectrum mean. An exclusive OR function is used to
compare each encoded reference spectrum with the encoded
data spectra and a classification image that is produced.

All

pixels are classified as the endmember with the greatest
number of bands that match unless the user specifies a
minimum match threshold, in which case some pixels may end
up unclassified if they do not meet the criteria.
•

Spectral Angle Mapper Classification:

The Spectral Angle

Mapper (SAM) method involves a physically based spectral
classification that uses the n-dimensional angle to match pixels
to reference spectra.

The algorithm determines the spectral

similarity between two spectra by calculating the “angle”

- 12 -

between the spectra, treating them as vectors in a space with
dimensionality equal to the number of bands.
Method Implemented:

In this study, for supervised classification both

Maximum Likelihood and Minimum Distance techniques were considered
and the former was preferred over the latter for its better suitability to
the study.

Since maximum likelihood algorithms assume a Gaussian

distribution of pixel values within each training class, they tend to be
somewhat more accurate in regions of high surficial variability – as is
expected in our case.

Image pixels that fall within some standard

deviation of the training class mean will thus be assigned to that class.
This method has the added advantage of weighting such that image
pixels are less likely to be classified as covers with low probability of
occurrence in the scene. Maximum Likelihood classifier also applies the
rule that the geometrical shape of a set of pixels belonging to a class
often can be described by an ellipsoid thereby pixels are grouped
according to there position in the influence zone of the class ellipsoid.
Earlier studies have shown that Maximum Likelihood classification have
determined more water bodies and identified dense urban areas better
than the Minimum Distance.

- 13 -

Object Based Approach
Object-based classification attempts to describe relationships
involving shape, size, texture and context, generally represented with
color-coded values. By using object-oriented approach, panchromatic
aerial photographs can also be classified with additional information
concerning texture and relational descriptions available. In order to
classify objects, one has to partition the original imagery; this can be
done with image segmentation techniques, such as thresholding, region
growing and clustering.

Object-Based Classification
In order to be able to compare different object features like color
and size as well as uncertain statements, fuzzy logic functions are used
for classification. This allows classification of very complex tasks while
also making classification transparent and adjustable in detail. Fuzzy
logic is a mathematical approach to quantify uncertain statements. The
basic idea is to replace the two strict logical statements ’yes’ and ’no’ with
the continuous range of [0...1], where 0 means absolutely no and 1
means exactly yes. Values or expressions between 0 and 1 represent a
more or less certain state of yes and no. To translate the range of most
different features into fuzzy logic expressions, the software uses two

- 14 -

kinds of classifiers, membership functions and nearest neighborhood
classifier. All expressions that are part of one class have to be combined
to produce a result. This is done using logical operators such as (min),
and (max), and (mean), or, IF and ELSE (Mayer et al., 1993).
The features used for classification can be divided into three
categories:
•

Object Features such as color, texture, form and area

•

Classification related features eg. relations to sub-objects,
super-objects and neighbor objects

•

Relationships including “nearest neighbor” or similarity to other
classes.

Segmentation
A

central

problem

(processing

task),

segmentation aims

to

distinguish objects from background (Asano and et al, 1996). Image
segmentation is the first step in image analysis and image compression,
a process whereby partitioning or grouping of an image into its
constituent parts or objects of related sections is performed, based on
certain criteria of homogeneity or attribute.

In image analysis, the

groups of pixels contained in each region provide a good statistical
sampling of data values. This is useful for more reliable labeling based
on multispectral or hyperspectral feature values. The region shape can

- 15 -

also be analyzed as an additional clue for the appropriate labeling of the
region.
In image compression, the regions form a basis for compact
representation of the image data. These regions may be later associated
with informational labels, but the segmentation process (Figure 2) simply
gives each region a generic label (region 1, region 2, etc.). The regions
consist of clusters of image pixels that have similar data feature values.
These data feature values may be the data values themselves through
features derived from the image values such as band ratios or textural
features. In the context of “Earth” remote sensing, informational labels
would generally be grouped into different ground cover types or land use
categories. As the segmentation algorithm used by eCognition has not
been published thus far, no specific information can be given. What can
be stated is that it is a kind of region merging segmentation process.
Knowledge-based segmentation is a powerful feature, which allows
the use of previously created classifications as additional information for
the merging of objects.

Segmented sets of one class can be merged

together on the same level or grouped beneath a new, higher level. Subobjects may be constructed for special classification tasks such as based
on sub-levels. The segmentation process is generally comparable to the
construction of a database with information of each image object. The
classification process therefore can be seen as a database query.

- 16 -

The collective requirements concerning quality, performance (size
of data set and processing time) and reproducibility can only be met by a
select few approaches. A variety of methods for generating image objects
exists, though there details are beyond the scope of this writing. Each
has its advantages and disadvantages. Some are fully automated while
others are semi-automatic.
Most image segmentation approaches can be placed in one of three
classes: characteristic feature thresholding or clustering, boundary
detection, and region growing.
Clustering algorithms such as K-Means and ISODATA make
decisions based on individual pixels and through pixel regions; this is
sometimes ineffective because it does not exploit spatial information.
Boundary (edge) detection exploits spatial information by locating local
edges throughout the image.

Simple, noise-free images result in

predictable boundaries, although more complex or noisier images can
produce missing or extraneous edges and region boundaries that don’t
necessarily form closed connected curves around the joined regions.
Region growing is preferred because it exploits spatial information and
guarantees the formation of closed, connected regions of comparable
value in factors such as homogeneity or boundary sharpness. However,
spectrally similar but spatially disjoint regions do not get associated.
Region growing is also computationally intensive, and it’s unclear at
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what point processing should stop. Hybrid region growing and spectral
clustering methods such as the connectivity-preserving relaxation-based
segmentation (aka active contour) model have been suggested (Tilton,
1997).
To overcome these problems, a hybrid region growing and spectral
clustering approach has been developed. This combination with spectral
clustering allows association of spectrally similar but spatially disjoint
regions.

The

approach

convergence points.

also

includes

the

detection

of

natural

The region label maps produced at each natural

convergence point are combined to form the hierarchical image
segmentation product, which is much more versatile in application than
a single segmentation result. Storing the region label map only for the
most detailed segmentation, and storing relabeling lists for the
subsequent levels of the segmentation hierarchy substantially reduces
disk space requirements. A recursive implementation of this approach
reduces the computational requirements.
A

recursive

implementation

of

this

approach

reduces

the

computation requirement. The recursive version of this approach is very
effectively implemented on parallel computers, greatly reducing the
amount of time required to segment large images with this approach. It
is particularly efficient on Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data stream
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(MIMD) parallel computers, which substantially reduce the amount of
time required to segment large images with this approach.
The image segmentation algorithm, designed for the analysis of
multispectral or hyperspectral remotely sensed imagery data, utilizes
both region growing and spectral clustering that produces a hierarchical
set of image segmentations based on detected natural convergence
points. Thus a hybrid image segmentation approach based on region
growing and spectral clustering is used.

This approach produces a

hierarchically related set of image segmentations in which the regions
may consist of non-spatially connected objects. A "Region Labeling Tool"
may be used to produce customized image labeling from the set of
hierarchical segmentations. The resultant segmented image can then be
passed on to the region extraction procedure, where segments are treated
as a collective object for the successive processing. For instance, a table
for each object as an entity table can be generated.

From the entity

table, we can proceed with various algorithms to complete classification,
or prior to classification, and some preprocessing, such as filtering out
some small objects may be done. (Tilton, 1997)
Region growing exploits spatial information and guarantees the
formation of closed connected regions. However, region growing is not
without its problems. With straightforward region growing, spectrally
similar but spatially disjoint regions are never associated together, thus
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complicating there identification. Also, it is often unclear at what point
the region growing process should be terminated, resulting in under- and
over-segmentation.

In

addition,

region

growing

tends

to

be

a

computationally intensive process.
For intensity images that are represented by point-wise intensity
levels, there are four popular approaches: threshold techniques, edgebased methods, region-based techniques, and connectivity-preserving
relaxation methods.
Threshold techniques, which make decisions based on grayscale
information of pixel and through local pixel information, are effective
when the intensity levels of the objects fall squarely outside the range of
levels in the background. Because spatial information is ignored,
however, blurred region boundaries can create havoc.

Edge-based

methods, center around contour detection: their weakness in connecting
together broken contour lines make them, too, prone to failure in the
presence of blurring.
A region-based method usually proceeds as follows. The image is
partitioned into connected regions by grouping neighboring pixels of
similar intensity levels. Adjacent regions are then merged under some
criterion like homogeneity or sharpness of region boundaries. Criteria
that are stringent create fragmentation, while those that are too lenient
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may overlook blurred boundaries and over merge.

As such, Hybrid

techniques using a mix of the methods above are more popular.
A connectivity-preserving relaxation-based segmentation method,
usually referred to as the active contour model, was proposed recently.
The main idea is to start with some initial boundary or shape
represented in the form of spline curves, and iteratively modify it by
applying various shrink to expansion operations according to some
energy function.

The goal is to construct a hierarchical net of image

objects, in which a given object contains sub-objects of progressively
coarser structures.
Due

to

the

hierarchical

structure,

the

image

data

are

simultaneously represented in different resolutions. Each object "knows"
its context, its neighborhood and its sub-objects. Thus, it is possible to
recognize relations between the objects.

This local object-oriented

context information can then be used together with other (spectral, form,
texture) features of the image objects for classification. The classification
is done by fuzzy logic. The advantage of using fuzzy logic as opposed to
neural networks, for example, is that it is a transparent and adaptable
set of classification rules. The rules are in fact using nearest neighbor or
membership functions.
As the software (e.g. eCognition) classifies objects, not pixels, a first
segmentation

has

to

be

made

before

the

classification

can

be
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commenced. To obtain segments suited for the desired classification, the
segmentation process can be manipulated by defining which of the
loaded data channels are to be used by what weight parameters such as:
scale, color, and shape or form
The scale parameter is an abstract value with no direct correlation
to the object size measured in a pixel.
heterogeneity of the data material.

Rather it depends on the

The color parameter balances the

color homogeneity of a segment on one hand and the homogeneity of
shape on the other. A value of one on the color side will result in very
fractal segments with low standard deviation of pixel values. A zero color
value would result in very compact segments with higher color
heterogeneity. The shape to form parameter controls the form features of
an object by simultaneously balancing the criteria for smoothness of the
object border and the criteria for object compactness.
Using

repeated

segmentations

with

different

parameters,

hierarchical network of sensible image objects is built.

a

Each object

“knows” its relationships to its neighbor-, sub- and super objects, which
allows classification of relationships between objects.

To ensure the

hierarchical structure of the network, two rules are mandatory:
•

Object borders of higher levels are inherited by the sub levels

•

The segmentation process is restrained by super object borders
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In

addition

to

the

normal

segmentation,

two

special

types

of

segmentation are provided. One is the knowledge-based segmentation,
and the other the construction of sub-objects.
The object-based classification approach in this study was be
examined using the software eCognition developed by the German
company Delphi2 Creative Technologies. eCognition is based on a new
technology for object-oriented and multi-scale image analysis. Following
an object-oriented approach, semantic image information that is not
represented in single pixels, is made accessible. (ref: eCognition user
manual)
eCognition

provides

a

feature

called

“Multiresolution

Segmentation,” a new patented procedure for image object extraction. It
allows the segmentation of any panchromatic or multispectral image into
highly homogeneous image objects in any chosen resolution and the
generation of a network of image objects. These image objects represent
the image information in an abstracted form. Serving as building blocks
and information carrier for subsequent classification, image objects offer
many basic advantages.
Beyond the pure spectral information, image objects contain a
number of additional attributes, which can be used for classification:
tone, shape, texture, area, context, and information from other objects
layers.

Multiresolution Segmentation separates adjacent regions in an
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image as long as they are significant contrasting to each other - even
when the regions themselves are characterized by certain texture or
noise.

Thus,

even

textured

image

data

can

be

analyzed.

CHAPTER III
SCOPE OF WORK

There are a number of computational software packages available
for data manipulation, analysis and presentation.

The two software

environments studied in this research are the geographic imaging
software ERDAS IMAGINE (Version 8.6), and object oriented image
analysis software package of Definiens eCognition (Version 3.0).

ERDAS IMAGINE
This software includes a broad tool set incorporating enhanced
image mosaicing and 3-D visualization feature along with the tools for
advanced modeling, vector and raster support, surface interpolation,
image interpretation, ortho-rectification and GIS spatial analysis. It is a
well-established program in widespread use with a large support base
including third-party add-ons.

Definiens’ eCognition
A relative newcomer to the field is Definiens’ eCognition.
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This
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application’s strengths include precise image analysis functions with
high-performance algorithms. Its data fusion features and use of local
context information are designed to manage more complex problems. An
adaptive

object-oriented

approach

allows

intelligent

discrimination

objects within an image.
In order to compare the two methodologies using two different
software packages each a leader in their field, distinct feature elements
must first be identified on the land use map. These elements, e.g. roads,
buildings, other landuse, are very diverse in space and spectrum. Some
areas are particularly vulnerable to damage; frequently these are urban
landscapes.
Urban landscapes are composed of varied materials (concrete,
asphalt, shingles, metal, plastic, glass, water, grass, shrubs, trees, and
soil)

arranged

by

humans

in

complex

ways

to

build

houses,

transportation systems, utilities, commercial buildings, and recreational
landscapes

(Swerdlow,

1998).

To

remotely

sense

these

urban

phenomena, it is first necessary to appreciate the urban attributes’
temporal, spectral and spatial resolution characteristics.

A proper

understanding of the temporal development cycle, i.e. the changes that
occur in a certain period of the urban phenomena, is necessary to
prevent embarrassing and costly interpretation mistakes.

When

extracting urban to suburban information from remotely sensed data, it
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is more important to have high spatial resolution than a large number of
multispectral bands. A minimum spatial resolution of from ≤ 0.25 meter
to 5 meter is necessary to detect or distinguish between the types of
individual buildings (Jensen and Cowen, 1999). This can be achieved by
the QuickBird and Ikonos imagery.
This study focuses its efforts on the area along the Mississippi
coastal corridor.

This region consists of different land cover type like

forests, transition zones, wetlands and marshes, residential area and
industrial area (see Figure 1 and 3). One 7.5' quad – Dead Tiger Creek
was selected with query based on availability of imagery for both
QuickBird and Ikonos imagery.

The extracted features was accessed

using a model to quantify the classification accuracy of different
methods.

CHAPTER IV
DATA SOURCE

QuickBird Imagery
The QuickBird satellite is the first in a constellation of spacecraft
that DigitalGlobeTM is developing that offers highly accurate, highresolution

imagery

panchromatic

and

of

Earth.

QuickBird's

multispectral

imagery

is

global
designed

collection
to

of

support

applications such as map publishing, land and asset management,
planning and surveying, oil, gas, and mineral exploration, agriculture,
forest management, events to disaster monitoring, and insurance risk
assessment.
DigitalGlobe's QuickBird is the only spacecraft able to offer submeter resolution imagery, industry-leading geolocational accuracy, large
on-board data storage, and an imaging footprint 2 to 10 times larger
than any other commercial high-resolution satellite. Moreover, they are
able to populate and update digitalglobe.com archive at unprecedented
speed because QuickBird's system features allow efficient collection of
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over 75 million square kilometers of imagery data annually (Contd. Table
1).

Design and Specifications
DigitalGlobe's QuickBird satellite is currently one of few solutions
offering sub-meter resolution imagery with high geolocational accuracy,
with an imaging footprint “2 to 10 times larger than other commercial
high-resolution satellites.” QuickBird's system collects over 75 million
square kilometers of imagery data annually, which ends up in the
archives at digitalglobe.com (Contd. Table 2).
QuickBird was designed and built by their strategic partners, Ball
Aerospace and Technologies Corp., Kodak, and Fokker Space. Varied
technologies of each supplier were utilized to develop a state-of-the-art,
satellite system built from space-qualified components. This system
permits acquisition of high quality, robust imagery over a long working
life. (Contd. Table 3)

Ikonos Imagery
Space Imaging successfully launched Ikonos on 24 September
1999 during that time the highest resolution (one meter) commercial
remote sensing satellite. They have high standards set for quick delivery,
large volumes, and map accurate mosaicked images for variety of
industrial applications and has a large archive of imagery available.
Moving at a speed of seven kilometers per hour this satellite collects both
pan and multispectral imagery at a rate of over 2000 square kilometer
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per minute, spinning around the globe 15 times per day at a rate of 98
minute per journey. Ikonos have high standards set for quick delivery,
large volumes, and map accurate mosaicked images for variety of
industrial applications and has a large archive of imagery available.
The products provided (product level) by the commercial satellites
are classified based on the positional accuracy, or locational error
defined by a circular error at 90 percent confidence (CE90). There are six
levels of products provided by Ikonos: Geo, Standard Ortho, Reference,
Pro, Precision and Precision Plus.
Pro level product having CE90 of 10.2 meters has been specified
for use and applications in Transportation, infrastructure, utilities
planning and economic development, for our study a trade off has been
made by using Geo level product which has a CE90 of 15 meters, due to
budget and other related constraints.
Geo products of 1m and 4m are suitable for visual and interpretive
applications such as intelligence or visualization that do not require high
positional accuracy.

These products are map projected – rectified to

datum and map projection system.

Space imaging uses a correction

process that removes image distortions introduced by the collection
geometry and then resamples the imagery to a uniform ground sample
distance (GSD) and a specified map projection.

These images are not

orthorectified and their accuracy is limited by terrain displacement.
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These images are typically captured at an elevation angle between 60 and
90 degrees from the Earth’s horizon.

For details of the spectral

resolution of Ikonos satellite refer to Table 4.
If further study for more accurate results are to be conducted then
it is highly recommended to use “Geo Ortho Kit” a subset of the Geo
product line, the Geo Ortho Kit is tailored to control the orthorectification
process. This kit includes the camera geometry obtained at the time of
image

collection,

applying

these

can

produce

highly

accurate

orthorectified products by using commercial off the shelf (COTS)
software, digital elevation models (DEMs) and optional ground control.
To further increase the positional accuracy of the final orthorectified
imagery, the product can be upgraded to IKONOS elevation angle to be
between 72 and 90 degrees. All imagery contains less then 20 percent
cloud cover.

Design and Specifications
Ikonos collects imagery at an elevation angle (measured from
Earth’s surface to the sun) of greater than 15 degrees, azimuth
unrestricted.

Because the orbit is sun synchronous, all imagery is

collected at approximately 10.30 am local solar time.

Therefore, all

imagery has consistent sun angles, refer Table 5 for further details on
Ikonos.
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The four-meter multispectral imagery was supplied in four files of
one band each (near infrared, red, green, blue) and one-meter
panchromatic imagery delivered as a single band.
The file format used is GeoTIFF with 11 bits per pixel. Option is
available to acquire this in 8 bits per pixel for easy to use images for
visual interpretation.

When viewing an image with 11 bit gives full,

dynamic range with each pixel represented by 2,048 shades of gray,
which provides more information of discern subtle differences among
objects.
Datum.

The projection system used is UTM Zone 16 N and WGS84

CHAPTER V
CASE STUDY

Using Landsat to Extract Transportation Features
An initial experiment was carried out using the available Landsat
data to extract known principal transportation routes. This effort was
undertaken to evaluate using GIS and tools readily available. Updating
of transportation features was considered, keeping realistic goals for this
project in mind.

The study area was selected along the Gulf Coast

initially with four quads (Figure 4). The process was initiated as a twophase approach.

First, Landsat data was acquired and a preliminary

analysis of classification done to see if it provided the required
information. Even if the results were not sufficient in themselves, they
would still be used to identify areas of strong transportation growth.
After the area of interest is selected, DOQs can then be used to look at
the currently available data layers and update them by digitizing the
features not present in the currently available data layers and areas of
recent development. A detailed process flowchart is shown in Figure 5.
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At national, state and provincial, or city and county levels, GIS is a
popular tool for keeping detailed and spatially accurate inventories of
roadway assets such as signs, signals, pavement, bridges, guardrails,
call boxes, and other "street furniture." Many organizations use GIS to
report performance statistics, such as capacity, utilization, and safety
statistics, on a periodic basis.

GIS is also used for pavement

maintenance planning and for identifying the location of roadway
improvement projects such as widening or signal installations. GIS can
similarly act as a tool to assess the effects of particulate, run-off, noise,
and other pollutants from potential corridors and new facilities on
sensitive habitats and ecosystems.
Principal transportation features can be defined as the roads,
railroads, airports, and other transportation attributes - Interstate
routes, US routes, state routes and select county roads, that provide the
infrastructure for urban development.

The transportation data layers

document the principal transportational routes from Interstate routes,
US routes, state routes, and county roads.

Principal transportation

routes form the network that supports the development of the urban core
because such development requires the transport of people and
materials.

The principal transportation data layer is essential to

illustrate and analyze the regional and temporal aspects of humaninduced land transformations.

There have been rapid changes in
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transportational features and these are to be updated on the DLGs
transportation layer. This can be accomplished by obtaining and using
the recent Digital Orthophotos and DOQs.
This study examines transportation feature changes and update
along the Mississippi Gulf Coast, focusing on four particular quads in
the Bay St. Louis region.

Principal transportation are direct and

therefore, maintain rectilinear characteristics. This phenomenon can be
useful and has been observed in sample data, e.g. for primary roadways
entering the city like the spokes of a wheel. The presence of ancillary
transportation features, such as bridges, tunnels, and ferry routes, also
effect the extraction, which in turn affects the compilation criteria and
visualization techniques that was applied as an additional aid. Landsat
imagery was considered for this study. Progress of Landsat sensors over
the years is shown in Figure 6.
Data Used for This Study
Landsat 7 Images: July 2000 (Figure 7)
DRGs – georeferenced scanned USGS Topographic maps for these
areas have been obtained for comparison purposes.
DLGs (transportation) – Level 3 layers produced in correspondence
with USGS 1:24000 scale in shape files format.
Shape files – Major State highway, Secondary State highway and
Primary Roads was obtained from MARIS web site. (These are used when
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DLGs in shape files are not readily available, as there are problems
dealing with SDTS data).
DOQs – DOQS obtained for these areas, which were used for visual
inspection of changes and to access the updated details (results) from
DOQs.

Study Area description
The Four quads that are selected along the Bay St. Louis are
(selection area shown in Figure 4):
•

Vidalia

- 30089-D3

•

Gulfport NW

- 30089-D2

•

Bay Saint Louis

- 30089-C3

•

Pass Christian

- 30089-C2

Using the quads’ shapefiles as basis, all other data was clipped to
the area of interest mentioned above and as shown in Figure 7.
Classification was conducted for initial screening and selection of one
quad from the above four. This quad functions as the effective area of
work for the final product to be produced using the DOQs and digitizing
to update the currently available DLGs. A detailed flowchart (Figure 5) in
the form of process flow diagram describes this process.
The
compilation

development
criteria

be

of

a

transportation

defined

to

aid

in

system
creating

requires
a

that

principal
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transportation data layer.

Compilation criteria are based on various

factors that together rate the quality of a transportation route.
These factors are connectivity, lineage, mobility, and alignment:
•

Connectivity is a measure that describes the level to which a route
links urban centers or other modes of transportation, such as
ports, railways, or airports.

•

Lineage is a measure that describes the documented history of a
route. It refers to the historical presence of a transportation route
as depicted in literature or historical events.

•

Mobility is a measure of the inherent road quality or design, which
implies the level of service or accessibility for a particular route.

•

Alignment is a measure of the rectilinear characteristics of a
transportation route. One of the primary evolutionary features of
roads has been based on the ability to straighten roads by
overcoming geographic features that once were barriers to travel.
Dates attributions for all of these data sources are required to

assess the change and update them to the current developments. These
will be shown on layouts to follow. This study focuses on a phase and
the concepts, criteria, and methods necessary to develop a prototype
database of principal transportation data. The initial phase provides an
opportunity to test and refine approaches and techniques that would be
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applied to the broader areas in the next phase. The final product that
results is an updated transportation data layer for the quad selected.

Analysis Methods
Classification
The selected area of four quads, was used to conduct an
unsupervised classification in ArcView3.2, shown in Figure 9 to asses the
suitability of Landsat data to provide valuable information to examine
potential for feature extraction from Landsat and for updating of
currently available DLGs, or else this would provide ground clues to pick
up areas of transportation feature changes and would enter the second
stage of using DOQs to update the data layers.

A modified Anderson

classification (Figure 8) scheme Table 6, was developed based on the
existing Anderson classification scheme for level 1 and 2, Table 7.

Digitizing
Data from Landsat do not meet accuracy required for detailed
transportation feature extraction; however, the data has been used to
check and validate areas of high-density growth in Transportation. From
the first stage of analysis one of the quads was selected, which lacked
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major transportation feature update and then digitized from DOQs - used
as base map as shown in Figure 9, ArcView3.2 snapshot.

DRGs
Source: U.S. Geological Survey - Digital Line Graph, MS Dept. of
Transportation
Scale:

1:100,000

Source Date:

1983 - Present

Description:

roads, city streets

Spatial Organization:

Statewide and County

File Size in MB:

5 - 1.0 (Avg Co)

Enhancements
A statewide coverage of roads is available
Coverage’s have been updated using 1986 - 1993 County Highway
Digital data.

DOQs
County DOQQ’s available are images created from the 1 meter
resolution quad files and mosaiced in ERDAS Imagine to an output
resolution of 3 meters.
DOQQ's were developed from aerial photography taken during the
winters of 1995 and 1996 under US Geological Survey's (USGS) National
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Aerial Photography Program (NAPP). The NAPP photographs consist of 9
x 9 inch film images scaled at 1:40,000 with each photo centered over
one of the four quarters (NE, NW, SW, SE) of a USGS 7.5 minute
(1:24,000) topographic map. Four individual NAPP photos are required
to completely cover the area of a USGS 7.5 minute topographic map.
To produce a DOQQ, the original 1:40,000 photography is
reproduced as a 1:12,000 positive print, which is scanned to produce a
digital file with a ground resolution of 1 meter. These 1st order files are
ortho-rectified and output as geotifs (over 150 MB each) referenced to
UTM NAD83 coordinates.

These composite files are compressed using

MrSID compression software. The details of the MrSID compression and
different component specs are shown in Table 8. Figure 10 shows the
use of DOQQs for the process of digitizing the road networks.
The end product of this study is digitized maps produced as
deliverables from this project, which would be compared with DRGs for
comparison of the results (shown in Figure 11) and their (DOQs)
suitability and usefulness in such work in future.

Landsat 7
The Landsat platforms have been providing scientists with
medium-resolution satellite imagery for over thirty years. Landsat began
land mapping in the early 1970s (1972 Landsat I) with a series of three
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MSS satellites that incorporated 3 visible channels along with a nearinfrared band.

In the early 1980s the next generation of Landsat

satellites began offering what is known as the Thematic Mapper, which
added two more infrared bands and a thermal long-wave infrared band,
as well as doubling the resolution of the multispectral bands. In 1992,
the US Congress authorized the procurement, launch and operation of a
new Landsat satellite.

Landsat 7 was launched on April 15, 1999.

Landsat 7 successfully debuted the Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+)
platform, which provides a continuation of the medium-resolution
imagery of a quality and affordability that made TM popular.
added

a

higher-resolution

panchromatic

band

to

aid

It also
image

interpretation.
Landsat satellites have been gathering data from Earth's land
surface and surrounding coastal regions over an extensive period of time;
there thirty-one year tenure constitutes the longest continuous record of
the earth's continental surfaces.

Current systems provide an effective

combination of coverage, high spatial resolution, spectral range and
radiometric calibration at low cost and in great quantity.

Advances

continue to arise, and proposals for Landsat 8 are presently underway.
Analysis of this data will provide scientists with new information
on deforestation, receding glaciers and crop monitoring. The data is also
available commercially for land-use planning and urban development
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issues.

Preservation of the existing record and continuation of the

Landsat capability were identified in the law as critical to land surface
monitoring and global change research.
At present, Landsat 7’s Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+)
features make it a versatile and efficient instrument for global change
studies, land cover monitoring and assessment, and large area mapping.
Landsat 7’s primary capabilities are panchromatic band with 15m spatial
resolution, on board, full aperture, 5% absolute radiometric calibration,
and a thermal IR channel with 60m spatial resolution. Sensor resolution
and bandwidth for Landsat 7 is detailed in Table 9.
Landsats are polar-orbiting satellites. They will record data for any
given spot on Earth every 16 days at approximately the same time of day,
which has typically been midmorning, with a huge swath width of 185
kilometers. Table 10 gives the complete characteristics of Landsat7. The
data are continuous and do not have northern or southern cutoffs, but it
is distributed in roughly square footprints of 183 km x 170 km.

The

primary receiving station is located at the US Geological Survey's (USGS)
EROS Data Center (EDC) in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. In addition, to a
worldwide network of receiving stations receiving real-time, direct
downlink of image data via X-band. Substantially cloud- free, land and
coastal scenes are acquired by EDC through real-time downlink, and by
playback from an on-board, solid state, recording device. The National
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Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the USGS have managed the
birds cooperatively.
The Landsat 7 system insures continuity of Thematic Mapper type
data into the next century. These data are made available to all users
through EDC at the cost of fulfilling user requests.

A systematically

corrected product is generated and distributed to users on request. The
user has the option of performing further processing on the data on useroperated digital processing equipment or by a commercial, value added
firm.

Examples of how Landsat data are being used and Potential Uses:
•

Land Cover and Change Data
o Timber Stand Maps for Resource Management
o Agriculture Maps for Land Management
o Population Growth Projections

•

Input to Global Change Monitoring (Earth Science Enterprise)

•

Snow and Ice Melt Potential Models

•

Geologic/Mineral Resource Maps (and Petroleum Prospecting)
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Results and Discussion
In examining the analysis results, 1m compressed-color (to 3m)
DOQs gave good results for updating of existing transportation feature
layers, and many features which were not extracted earlier have been
captured. If it were possible to obtain 1m uncompressed DOQs or higher
resolution

data

(as

resolutions

down

to

one

foot

are

available

commercially), it would help in improving extracted feature detail and
also in differentiating small features such as streets versus other roads.

CHAPTER VI
CE 90 ANALYSIS OF QUICKBIRD DATA

Introduction
In a separate study an initial Assessment of DigitalGlobe Quickbird
Imagery for an area near the Mississippi coast was conducted.

In

evaluating varied imagery sources for potential to detect and delineate
features (such as roads/highways and railroads, varied land cover types
etc.) it can be useful to evaluate spatial accuracy of the source. Precise
image-identifiable pixel locations are compared to real-world Ground
Control Point (GCP) coordinates.

Amount of inherent error such as

instrument accuracy and differences due to sensor position and to
orientation can be estimated and either eliminated or substantially
reduced.

Remaining discrepancies may indicate difference in pixels’

horizontal location vs. real-world coordinates due to uncertain satellite
position estimates, sensor variations and to translational offsets. Such
systematic error can in theory be filtered out of the datahown in
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Figure 13 is an example set of measured offset vectors for a collection of
fixed

points

–Accuracy

Assessment

of

DigitalGlobe

QuickBird

Imagery.The CE90 standard is a commonly used to assess horizontal
accuracy in map and image products. Established by the National Map
Accuracy Standard (NMAS) in 1947, the CE90 measure states that for a
set of well-defined points, 90% will fall within a specified radial distance.

CE90 determination
Greenwalt and Schultz (1968) state that if X and Y errors are part
of a bivariate normal distribution and they are equal, independent, and
zero-mean, then:

CE90 = 2.1460 * RMSEx

…………………………..

(6.1)

RMSEx is the root mean square summary of X error in one of n tested
point, defined as:

RMSEx = sqrt(∑ (Ximage - Xcontrol) 2 / n)

…………………………..

(6.2)

RMSEy is computed similarly.
X and Y errors are often not equal, but in many cases a reasonable
CE90 approximation can be generated by finding minimum and
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maximum RMSE for X and Y.

In that case, a linear combination of

RMSEx and RMSEy is said to be more accurate (Greenwalt and Schultz,
1968).

RMSEc = 0.522* RMSEmin + 0.4778* RMSEmax………………………….. (6.3)

Where RMSEmin is the minimum value between RMSEx and RMSEy,
and RMSEmax is the maximum value of the pair. This linear combination
was shown to be a good estimate of the circular error equivalent value for
RMSEmin to RMSEmax ratios between 0.6 and 1.0. It was also found that
a reasonable approximation for RMSEc is given by

RMSEc ≈ 0.5 * (RMSEmin + RMSEmax)

…………………………..

(6.4)

In cases where RMSEmin / RMSEmax is between 0.6 and 1.0, the
above equation was used in by the NSSDA in the U.S. spatial data
standard (Federal Geographic Data Committee, 1998).

In terms of

RMSEc, the estimate for CE90 looks the same as first equation (NASA SSC
Geometric Accuracy Assessment of DigitalGlobe QuickBird Imagery)

CE90 = 2.1460 * RMSEc

…………………………..

(6.5)
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When RMSEmin / RMSEmax is between 0.6 and 0.2, it becomes
necessary to calculate RMSEc utilizing an interpolated value from
statistical data that relates RMSEmin / RMSEmax to RMSEc / RMSEmax
found in Table 11 (Greenwalt and Schultz, 1968).
The positional accuracy of the assessed initial test data set was
derived to be 29.72-meter (Table 12) for the MS Gulf Coast area and
25.24-meter (Table 13) with the bias removal (Figure 15). This appears
comparable

with

DigitalGlobe’s

23m

CE90

(14-meter

horizontal

geolocational accuracy) estimate, with a bias-adjusted CE90. While the
majority of data points were acquired in a similar timeframe, outlying
data discrepancies (e.g. with W/SW- rather than NE-oriented offsets)
seem correlated with satellite alignment on discrete dates. An extensive
multi-county dataset will be acquired for detailed analysis of error
sources and potential for bias correction. Absolute error (Image position
error) for sample points within regional image group plot on delta x, delta
y is shown in Figure 16.

Fixed (known) reference points
In order to establish high (centimeter-level) accuracy reference
data, we used NGS monument sites in the High Accuracy Reference
Network (HARN, shown as yellow triangles in Figure. 12).
points with A- or B- level accuracy were considered.

Only those

“A HARN is a
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statewide or regional upgrade in accuracy of NAD 83 coordinates using
Global Positioning System (GPS) observations. … Horizontal A-order
stations have a relative accuracy of 5mm +/- 1:10,000,000 relative to
other A-order stations.

Horizontal B-order stations have a relative

accuracy of 8mm +/- 1:1,000,000 relative to other A-order and B-order
stations.” (See Horizontal and Vertical specs. - Table 14, 15 and 16 )
HARN’s consist of regularly spaced (20-100km), easily accessible control
points with clear horizons for satellite reception (www.ngs.noaa.gov).
A differential GPS system incorporating a base station equipped
with a radio or cellular phone link can provide Real-Time Kinematic
(RTK) surveying with accuracy of +/-10cm. This base station was set up
on the A- and B-order HARN monuments with precisely known locations,
allowing calculation of correctional factors which can be applied to
readings taken at non-registered sites within a 5-mile radius. Field notes
including marker ID, antenna height above ground, location description,
# satellites visible, date/time and weather conditions are to be acquired.
Antenna height is a key factor in proper horizontal control; spheroid
datum calculations benefit from - if not rely upon - this information for
centimeter-level accurate positioning.

Roving receiver measurements

should be recorded similarly, with attention to operational requirements
such as minimum acquisition time to achieve the desired level of
accuracy.
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Control point selection
Prior to fieldwork, a carefully selected network of sample points
was created using QuickBird panchromatic imagery. Sets of points are
concentrated near NGS monuments confined to the limits of the GPS
receiver and base station (currently up to a 5-mile radius, although the
range could be increased to 25 miles with cell phone connectivity).
Panchromatic QuickBird image pixels are roughly 60 to 70 cm (2-2.3 ft)
in length and width while its; multispectral pixels range from 2.4 to 2.88
m (7.9-9.2 ft). Points are chosen so as to be identifiable at a sub-pixel
level.

For purposes of accuracy assessment, the higher resolution

panchromatic imagery was utilized.

Ideal Control Points
While selecting ideal control points we should keep in mind the
following points.

These should be relatively close (within surveyable

distance) to a known reference point. They should fall under accurate
measurement limits of equipment incl. base station. Permanent features
(e.g. paved roads or driveways rather than cropland) should be consider
as these provide more permanent markers.

Clear and distinct spots,

such as a near-perpendicular road edge/driveway or road/railway
intersection should be considered rather then field corners that would
change with seasons and time or building corners (due to height there
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might be a large difference due to angle at which the image was taken).
Features of reasonable scale vs. pixel size (e.g. small roads or driveways
instead of highways/major road intersections or footpaths) should be
considered.

These points should not be obscured by nearby objects,

overhanging trees etc, and in a fairly open area (optimally, with a 15degree azimuth in several directions, to facilitate GPS satellite locks and
minimize multipath interference)
For varied reasons, we can expect that certain control points will
not prove viable in the field. As such, a larger than required number of
points (min. 10-15 per image tile) should be chosen to ensure a
reasonable sample set. Each NGS marker will encompass a set of usable
points within a radial distance, though two NGS markers’ viable coverage
areas may overlap in some cases. Collecting readings for common points
with a base station at different NGS monuments is recommended, as this
can reveal sources of error due to procedures involved in differential GPS
measurement (rather than the imagery source).
After selection, control points’ coordinates (in geographic or UTM
projection) and IDs can be exported for rough navigation via handheld
GPS.

It has been found advantageous to have a laptop with

multispectral and panchromatic image sets as well as target GCS
monument and control point locations on-hand for field reference. Initial
GPS results (esp.

When observed inside a vehicle) were not always
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sufficient

to

clearly

indicate

correct

ground

locations

for

data

points.Control Point Acquisition
It is important that these control points be measured with high
precision. A differential GPS system such as the Trimble 5700 [or Leica
GS50+], in combination with a base station equipped with a radio or
cellular phone link, can provide Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) surveying
accuracy with prospective accuracy of +/-10cm when used properly.
This base station was be set up on individual A- and B-order HARN
monuments.
For each NGS monument, the following information was noted:
- Marker ID
- Height of antenna above ground
- Point location description
- # Satellites visible
- Date and time
- Weather conditions

Note that antenna height is a factor in proper horizontal control;
spheroid datum calculations benefit from if not rely upon this
information for centimeter-level accurate positioning.
measurements

should

be

recorded

similarly,

Roving receiver

with

attention

to
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manufacturer operation instructions including minimum acquisition
time to achieve desired centimeter-level accuracy.

CHAPTER VII
DATA CATALOGING

Method 1: Data Catalog Process
Initial Evaluation of QuickBird Image Tile Sets were done using
ArcView 3.3

- in this evaluation process polygon boundaries were

created for image area and image quality was recorded for both
multispectral and panchromatic Images (Figure 18) acquired from
QuickBird through NASA buy. Doing this manually took a major effort
and the varying accuracy and consistency prompted to look for more
automated methods.

Part A - Semi-automation step:
ArcMap VBA module was run for root dir. containing image tile set
directories and the following are created in subdirectories under the
main output directory, for ALL image files without prompting.
* imageset.CSV (comma delimited file extracted from .til files)
containing field header text and data values:
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- Tile ID (1..n)
- image Row, Col
- image Filename
- acquisition Date [YYYYMMDD]
- image Band type ["M"|"P"] (M-Multispectral, P-Panchromatic)
- Image_qual (empty; image quality attribute were entered after
visual interpretation)
- Notes (empty; enter manually if desired)
* imageset.TXT
- tile ID# (keyed with images' upper left corner points; else left
blank)
- lat/long point coords. of upper left image corner (extracted from
imagename.TIL)

Part B - Semi-automation step 2 (after step a). For each image set:
A temporary view was created, and an “Event Theme” was added
for individual imageset.TXT files. Then rapid fire polygons were created
using on 4-point groups (Ext.

Auto-incs ID# attribute) and minor

adjustments were made to these polygon corner points at pixel level.
[FNAME_DATA] Import imageset.CSV Table and perform a Join on ID#.
This step could be alternately be done in step 3. Then change the View
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projection to UTM, WGS 84. Save theme, this will bind .CSV attributes
directly to polygons.
1) Overall image set bounding polygons for coarse overview were
created in a Directory. A new Project View is created, UTM image
tiles for an individual set of either multi-spectral or panchromatic
data were loaded. Then add polygon Theme to edit/add vertices
such that polygon border depicts image area where valid pixels are
contained within its bounds.
Figure 17.

Such a border ('B') is shown in

In Figure 17, the region below represents the image

region and above region is “no data” or “no image”. Note that a
perfectly accurate line will rarely be possible. “ZOOM IN” to pixel
level was done to achieve high-precision results.
Three different options were considered during this process:
C = 'outside' bound (containing *all* image pixels, but also
some area not within original image)
B = 'average' border line roughly between image and nonimage
A = 'inside' image region completely
After discussions with project team C was performed for the first
set of DVD’s received from NASA.
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2) In this next step image panel polygons for individual images
within each set were defined. The following procedure was applied
to each of approximately 12-20 image tiles for each scene:
A New Theme is added (i.e. a rough Polygon layer)
Each rough polygon is created by manually adding vertices one-ata-time as closed loop (or) add rectangle Polygon and edit vertices
ZOOM IN and fine-tune vertices per Step 1) diagram. And Used
Step 1)'s border for reference and snap wherever possible.
3) Assigning image attribute data to panel polygons for image sets.
Polygons are visually assessed comprising each image set.
View is arranged to examine one group of image panels.

The
Table

attributes for polygon layer is opened and manually created each
field noted in a); visually break up filename info, enter ID# 1..n +
other data in table (this can be done using either Table editor, or
by typing info into a separate file .CSV file and importing. The next
step is entering the “description” + optional Notes text attributes
for each image polygon.

The “Image_qual” filed would hold the

details of the image quality, for Multispectral images: in this case
they would be either ["clear", "haze", "clouds", "blank" (this image
tile contains no image data)].

“Image_qual” for panchromatic

images): in this case they would be either ["clouds", "NC" (no
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clouds), "blank"].

“Notes” this filed contains attribute such as

[misc. comments if desired, e.g. "noisy image", "file corrupt"]
4) This could also be done from step 1 as:
Open Table attributes,
If Step b) is NOT followed, add imageset.CSV Table, Join on ID#
and hereafter “Save As” to make permanent
Enter Description + optional Notes text for each polygon (per
above).
5) Arrange Theme views for panchromatic and multispectral image
group polygons (with transparent outline shapes).

Method 2: Data Catalog Process
This method was used for the second set of DVD’s (image data set)
received.

Run VBA program to generate text data from .til files.

In

delineating multiple QuickBird image coverage areas, a manual "zoom
and digitize" strategy was found to be very time-consuming.

This

procedure describes an efficient and accurate method to create boundary
polygons for valid pixels within QuickBird image tile sets and individual
images. The general procedure is:
1) Convert all images to grids,
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2) Make joined versions of the grids (for individual tile sets), and 3)
generate "valid region" polygons from the grids.

Converted grids

have very small file sizes due to RLE (Run Length Encoding)
compression.

After NODATA/"1" reclassification, most grids

require less than 50K of space.
Minimum requirements to conduct these steps:
ArcView + Spatial Analyst extension + Grid to Valid-pixel Polygon
extension [http://arcscripts.esri.com/details.asp?dbid=11814]
ERDAS IMAGINE-or- ArcMap + Image Analysis extension
ARC/INFO

Part A: For Multispectral Image Sets:
Convert

16-bit

GeoTIFFs

to

GRID

format,

IMAGEGRID

in

ArcCatalog and/or ArcGIS (version 8.3) can convert 16-bit panchromatic
images to GRID format, but does not recognize multi-band images with
more than 8 bits per pixel. ArcView can't export GRIDs from multi-band
images either, even with the Image Analysis extension. Thus different
software is needed. Two alternatives were considered:
I. ArcMap with Image Analysis extension
1) Choose Tools/Extensions, via menu; and enable Image
Analysis checkbox. Select View/Toolbars/Image Analysis to
display its toolbar.
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2) Add Data for one directory to layer set. For each image,
either load one band (i.e. band 1) or the entire band set,
however only one band is needed for grid conversion
purposes.
3) For each image, click main title (for a single-band image)
or one band (i.e. band 1, if multiple bands loaded).

Click

Image Analysis toolbar and 'Save As...' an ESRI GRID.
II. ERDAS
1) Click [Import] icon.
2) Set options at top:
(*)Import
Type [GeoTIFF]
Media [File]
3) Enter base directoriess.
In this case:
Middle left dir box

Middle right dir box

T:\CSX\quick\raw\ <Enter>

C:\(local path) <Enter>

4) Pick a matching image set subdirectory for “each” list, e.g.
Lower left dropdown

Lower right dropdown

[6250_10226]

[6250_10226]
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5) Click on individual (M2AS multi-band) files in mid-left file
list,

e.g.

02may23164914-p2as_r1c1-

000000029365_01_p004.tif
6) Click [OK] button, then [Import Options]. Change "Select
Layers" from "1:4" to "1" (band 1), then click [OK] to convert
image!

Note: we can have at least 3-4 images being

processed (reasonably) at once.
7) Repeat steps 4-6 as needed.
Note: Batch processing may be possible here. However, the
UL/LR extents for each image are “different”, meaning that
batch conversion might not work properly without some sort
of automatic upper-left/lower-left coordinate parsing.
8) Convert all .IMG files to GRIDs
Launch

Windows

CMD

window.

Use

C:\CSX_IMG\RUN_ME.BAT local path (which simply runs
"dir /s /w *.IMG > multi_files.txt").

Cut/paste and edit to

create an .AML file that looks something like this, including
each directories file set. 'multi.aml' and 'multi_files.txt'
examples.
&s DIN C:\CSX_IMG\6250_10226\
&s DOUT C:\CSX_IMG\6250_10226\...
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imagegrid%DIN%02may23164917-m2as_r1c1000000029365_01_p005.img %DOUT%may23r1c1p005...
Run the script, all multi-band .IMGs should now be generated
(except if grid files already exist; delete old output grid files via
ArcCatalog if needed. Not necessary if have 'exists' checks.

Part B - Panchromatic Image Sets:
Proceed as above with ArcMap or ERDAS (for ERDAS, skip steps 17 and refer to 'pan.aml'), Run IMAGEGRID in ArcCatalog and/or Arc v8.3
to convert images to GRID format, Use ArcView with Image Analysis
extension; choose Theme/Save Image As and save each image as a GRID,
Reclassify all GRIDs' zero-value data to NODATA. The 'Grid to Valid-pixel
Polygon' extension expects NODATA values where grids have "invalid"
information we're not interested in (e.g. cells not occupied by actual
image pixels). For QuickBird imagery, this consists of regions where one
or more bands are 0 (zero).
I. ArcView
Spatial Analyst's 'Analysis/Reclassify' menu option performs this
task. Change the list of "Old Values" and "New Value" to contain
one row only:
Old Values

New Value

----------

---------
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0

No Data <- just type "No Data"

Click [Save] to write this info to a file which can be re-[Load]ed
later (i.e. no need to re-enter the above for other grids). Click the
[OK]

button

to

create

a

temporary

grid,

then

use

“Theme/Properties/Save Data Set” to save the grid to a permanent
location. Repeat reclassification for all grids.
II. ARC/INFO
Type 'grid' to enter Arc's GRID package. For each grid, run this
command:
newgrid1234 = RECLASS(gridname, remap.txt, NODATA)
The 'remap.txt' file should contain one line of text as below:
165,536 : 1
An AML script for directory lists can be generated as in part A. See
'multirec.aml' and 'panrec.aml' for examples.

PART C:
Make overall region GRIDs for each tile set
I. ARC/INFO
newgrid1234 = MERGE(tile1,tile2,tile3,...)

PART D:
Create valid data outline polygons
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I. ArcView
1) Add 'Grid to Valid-pixel Polygon' extension to project's extension
list.
2) Load assorted grids into a View.
3) Select one grid.

Click the appropriate icon, choosing [NO] to

select all grids and [NO] to Perform Weeding. Note that a multigrid selection would not have created a singular outline for the
combined tile set region.
Now edit ID numbers (1..n) for individual tiles within each tile set
(incl. "blank" tiles in count), e.g. for 2 rows, 3 cols:

R1C1 = 1,

R1C2 = 2, R1C3 = 3, R2C1 = 4, R2C2 = 5, R2C3 = 6.
Final step in completing the “Data Cataloging” (example – Figure
19) process is “visual interpretation”.

Merge attribute table info

etc. + save polygons again to obtain the final data catalog product.
Similar procedures were followed for the Ikonos imagery to compile
the availability and quality of the imagery.

These data catalogs

used in conjunction with GIS software’s were useful in selecting
the location for the study and the best available imagery available
for that area.

CHAPTER VIII
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Image Processing
Scenes registered to the same geographic datum and map
projection were utilized in research and analysis. The QuickBird image
products were received partitioned into smaller pieces due to media
storage and analysis limits; DigitalGlobe provides tiles at either
8,000x8,000 (8k X 8k) or 16,000x16,000 (16k X 16k) pixels. Larger data
files reaching 2 GB or more can prove difficult to import and process with
available GIS software.

More significant is the fact that study area

images were acquired across a broad range of dates. Data availability
limited the selection to January 17 and May 23, 2002, in the case of
Quickbird, and November 08, 2000, and October 05, 2001, for Ikonos
images.

Data catalog for QuickBird imagery is detailed in Table 18

through 24. Regardless of image source, definite problems arise when
attempting to mosaic imagery of varied temporal origin; there is no one
“correct” approach.

Visual discrepancies make it difficult to produce
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mosaic with histogram matching alone, or via color balancing with an
intensity adjustment algorithm.

Varied parameter combinations were

tried in an attempt to obtain usable mosaics for classification.
Feathering techniques were opted for in order to match edges, forming an
overall seamless image.
Panchromatic images can provide a usable classification basis
within eCognition’s object-based approach, however examining these via
a pixel-based method, according to Hufman (2000) “it is usually not
recommendable to apply such enhancement methods (pansharpening),
since they falsify the spectral properties of the objects and thus might
complicate the subsequent classification” and because “the objects
spectral statistics become modified, which could lead to a poorer
separability”. After mosaicking, a considerable change was observed in
individual pixels’ DN values after color balancing and histogram
matching. Figure 20 and 21 shows two examples of composite results.
Images were therefore classified separately prior to the mosaic process to
avoid uncertainties caused by variation in spectral values.

Image

registration with a ground truth layer was performed after classification;
points for co-registration are generated from the original multispectral
image and then used for the classified image.
spectral

value

changes

introduced

in

This also helps avoid

image

resampling

during
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rectification through registration process, keeping error to a minimal
level.
ERDAS Imagine 8.5 was used to mosaic the 7.5-minute Digital
OrthoQuads.
follows.

A series of steps found to give acceptable results is as

Initially, image resampling was performed using Nearest

Neighbor interpolation, with default grid sampling density and an RMS
tolerance of 0.10 pixels.

The appropriate resampling method varies

depending on the application.

Nearest neighbor interpolation is most

effective where original pixel intensity values are required to remain
intact, e.g. in assessment of discrete surfaces or vegetative health. Other
applications interested more in the visual appearance may use methods
such as cubic convolution, which produce smoother images while
maintaining edge detail.
A histogram match was done using 1> Automatic color balancing
technique with a parabolic [surface specified in "mosaic preferences"],
and 2> pixel value with no image matching performed. For overlapping
intersection regions, no cutlines were used.

Individual images were

stitched together using feathering. The mosaic was created with output
defined by an AOI of exact quad boundary. It is recommended that the
complete mosaic be retained, as this provides overlap and onlap
information when merging 2 or more quads together.

Due to large

variations in the Digital Number values of individual image pixels,
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however,

the

composited

results

were

not

immediately

used

in

classification. Instead, separate scenes were first classified individually,
at which point these were mosaicked, in the case of Ikonos imagery and
classified and registered, in case of QuickBird imagery.

Classification and Analysis
Ground truth data for road networks and GCPs for the study were
difficult to obtain at this point of study, due to various project
constraints. For this reason Ikonos panchromatic imagery was used as a
ground truth reference layer.

Ikonos imagery, the classified image

scenes are directly mosaicked and subsetted to produce the study quad
image output. In case of QuickBird image scenes, the imagery were first
classified and then registered, using the model information from
registration done to rectify QuickBird multispectral imagery with Ikonos
pan imagery. Thereafter the image tiles were mosaicked, and subsetted
to form the final classified image of the Dead Tiger Creek quad.

The

conventional method of accuracy assessment was not utilized here, as it
does not properly represent the classification of roads in terms of
extraction.

For this purpose we propose a new model termed “Raster

Completeness”.

In this case, the content of road polygon regions is

compared to the total number of pixels marked as roads in the classified
image, giving a percentage of raster values, which characterize the
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results.

In selecting the different roadways to regions for analysis we

considered using road networks with different alignments in terms of
direction. This would aid in evaluating directional extraction.

Raster Completeness = Total number of Pixels classified as roads / Total
Number of Pixels that are roads from the context of polygon drawn over
Ikonos panchromatic image (true reference layer).
Two classification procedures were examined as part of this
investigation.

For the spectral-based approach, ERDAS Imagine was

used for classification.

Initially an unsupervised classification was

conducted for 100 classes, using the ISODATA statistical clustering
procedure. These classes were thereafter combined to get a set of desired
class categories.

Using knowledge gained from the unsupervised

classification, signature sets were generated for different classes to
conduct a supervised maximum likelihood classification.
In this supervised classification all classes were used by default.
One could however use only specific bands during classification.

As

such, an attempt was made to use a three-band combination, eliminating
the blue band (which generally carries lot of haze and atmospheric
dispersion); results were similar to those obtained with a complete set of
four bands. Therefore a four band combination image sets were used in
both cases of Ikonos and QuickBird for classification.
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When creating more homogenous signatures for supervised
classification to increase the accuracy and extent of classification, there
were large conflicts where areas were being misclassified.

These

signatures were overlapping one another and in turn creating conflicts in
classification. The effective limit was around 20-30 distinct signatures,
depending on the image being examined.

After different sets of

signatures for the classes are generated, the classes could be labeled and
aggregated.
The resulting signature sets were tested for reusability with the
same type of image to assess whether some proportion of the results
would match. The image classification however suffered a major setback
when trying to use signatures developed for one scene on the other
scenes. Ground cover type and land use classes for classification which
gave distinct classes using unsupervised and supervised classification
are: Water Bodies, Road Networks / Built-up, Sparsely Vegetated,
Forested

Upland,

Barren

Land.

In

some

cases

there

were

misclassifications of land cover types.
In the case of roads, built-up areas and shadows along the roads
caused by trees classed as water bodies. Due to some instances of bright
reflectance by barren land led to their classification as roads or built-up
areas, and vise versa.

At some places there was a mix seen between

sparsely vegetated and barren land. Some of the image scenes had cloud
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cover that were classified as roads and their shadows as water bodies. In
some cases where long trees along the roads (especially roads aligned in
E-W direction) blocked the view of roadways, thereby causing incomplete
or broken classification of roads.
Definiens’

eCognition

was

used

to

evaluate

object-based

classification. eCognition has two main types of classifiers, one involving
a membership function and the other a nearest neighbor approach.
Classification-based segmentation involved three methods: class-based
fusion of image objects, border optimization and image object extraction.
Segmentation occurs in two stages, initially defining a structure of group
sets, which is followed by object generation.

Efforts focused on

ascertaining which function would perform better for our classification
and what parameters would work optimally.

Results from test

segmentation done on small subsets of both QuickBird and Ikonos
imagery were used to arrive to the segmentation properties used in this
process.
Classification decisions group sets of unique objects into classes in
which members share a common feature. In standard classification, the
objects are single pixels with attributes for Value, Position and Size. The
pixels line up in arrays, which collectively form an image. A digital image
contains only implicit information about the objects in the scene. Based
upon object models, it is possible to discern individual entities in a
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seemingly unstructured collection of pixels. In a per-field analysis or a
“pixel-in-polygon” analysis, pixel information is already linked to a
spatial database built up in a digitizing session. In the spatial database,
besides the explicit information, there is still a huge amount of implicit
information available (Sester, 2000).
Traditionally, image analysis takes place in three basic domains of
image data, namely image space, spectral space and feature space
(Landgrebe, 1999). Object-based analysis uses the ‘image object’ or ‘local
pixel group’ as a basis. The measured electromagnetic energy per pixel
serves as the base for the pixel-oriented multispectral classification.
Each

pixel

is

characterized

by

a

special

reflectance

multidimensional feature space (spectral signature).

in

the

The pixel will be

associated with a certain class according to this spectral signature (Leiss,
1998).
Each image scene was segmented using the criteria developed from
test regions subjectively chosen from Ikonos and QuickBird imagery. A
major advantage of this type of segmentation process is the use of highresolution panchromatic images in combination with relatively lower
resolution multispectral imagery.

This offers a certain advantage with

object-based classification vs. pixel-based methods, which often utilize
only multispectral imagery.

In segmentation, grayscale images are

handled as color images having “lightness” coordinates. Tests are carried
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out on each pixel, followed with histogram thresholding, and region
growing is done in places where one or more matching pixels are
detected. Table 25 relates the best results obtained for the varied data
sets and methods used to compare object-based feature extraction.
In this step the above segmentation levels were utilized to create
five land cover classes: Water Bodies, Roads, Sparsely Vegetated,
Forested Upland, and Barren Land. Nearest neighborhood classification
was used to create one training set and a membership function was used
to create the second set.

In the case of membership functions, two

classes were defined: Roads and Not Roads. Different criteria based on
object features related to layer values such as mean of different layers,
brightness, standard deviation, ratios and other statistical measures
were used in combination to develop the membership classification,
criterion for Ikonos scene shown in Table 26 and some of the function
types shown in Figure 34.
Imagery acquired at different times of the year noticeably
influenced the extraction process results. The imagery was inconsistent,
as leaf-off conditions generally permit good classification of roads
(although having potential to over-classify), whereas leaf-on conditions
can produce reasonable classifications but may have tree canopies
blocking the aerial view. Figure 35 shows how tall trees along the road
corridors also cover a significant percentage of the roads, causing
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obstruction where satellite images’ off-nadir view angles are the case of
non-vertical scene areas.

Evaluation Results
Remotely sensed data from QuickBird and Ikonos were classified
and the accuracy of each of the different techniques tested. Figure 22
and 23 highlights the five study Areas of Interests (AOIs) selected in the
overall scene.
supervised
membership

Figures 24 to 33, show example results obtained via

and

unsupervised

functions

and

a

classification
Nearest

eCognition) for different AOI selected.

(via

Neighbor

ERDAS

Imagine),

approach

(using

Tables 27-30 relate summary

statistics concerning respective methods’ analysis obtained for the
various regions.

CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Summary
In this study certain spectral and object-based classification
methods for transportation feature extraction have been examined.
Quantitative

results

from

this

study

give

a

good

overview

for

understanding the differences in their performances on the same data
and also a comparison of the different data types used.

Considerable

variability in the performances of these methods were observed, which
use completely different approaches to perform the task of classifying
and extracting road features from high-resolution multi-spectral imagery.
Though definitive conclusions cannot be reached from this study, to do
so we will need to evaluate more imagery, 4-5 different data sets from the
two birds, using different analysis methods to rank them.
The specific Ikonos imagery utilized yielded somewhat better
feature extraction results relative to the QuickBird image set, as
processed. This is perhaps due to adjustments required for the specific
- 74 -
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images on-hand when constructing an overall result.

Some variation

may be caused by inherent differences in the data sources, but as the
number of images were limited and acquisition dates varied broadly
(including in terms of range for respective sources) it is not possible to
make definite statements. Ikonos supervised classification gave results
similar to unsupervised classification; results were similar in the case of
QuickBird imagery. In this case, it was found that use of membership
function/classifier in eCognition improved the quality of results when
used with the QuickBird imagery.

Our Ikonos image set seemed

reasonably effective for feature extraction; slightly more varied results
and a longer image processing to analysis time were observed for the
QuickBird image set.

In general, East-West aligned roads tended to

produce better extraction results compared with North-South roads.
That difference may be a result of relative satellite travel path, position
and angle at which images were acquired at a given time. After looking
at the data catalog table with respect to the classification extraction,
Image characteristics play a major role in classification result. Like in
the case of scenes 3 and 4 there is a lot of cloud cover, over the imagery
that cause obstruction to feature extraction and misclassification.
A secondary objective in this study was to examine possibilities for
fine-scale feature extraction and differentiation with respect to road
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surfaces, e.g. urban streets and highway features. This proved extremely
difficult

using

either

a

spectral

approach

or

via

object-based

classification. Although different detection characteristics were observed
with the respective methods, in both cases tall tree cover along road
corridors often resulted in discontinuous clusters of pixels or segmented
object blocks.

Relaxing shape or color/texture-based constraints in

eCognition allowed better merging to form continuous objects. However,
unrelated features such as small streams sometimes ended up
aggregated within overall merged regions in test cases. Increasing the
level of detail for segmentation does not in itself assure that smaller
features detected will be relevant.

There is also need for better

algorithms to fill the gaps more intelligently.

Also to increase the

accuracy, by building algorithms that will allow human optimization and
minimizing the QA/QC effort generally required, by picking or selecting
areas, where to look for, where there is more need for human
interpretation. Such process would greatly help to improve the quality of
the product and their accuracy then, a standalone semi-automated
process of doing this.
An added form of classification (e.g. spectral-based analysis) can
offer means to discriminate which regions are appropriate. Finer-scale
object features with some potential to be roads were initially segmented.
Image export of the classified region map intersected with spectral-based
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pixel classification marks otherwise uniform-class object areas with
scattered values.

For instance pixels denoting roads now lie within

formerly homogenous regions.

Such regions would stand out when

statistically

(sub-region)

based

sub-object

classes

are

created

in

eCognition.
Unsupervised classification with roughly 20 classes might be
compared to the more intense 100-class version to determine appropriate
processing formats. Also Minimum Distance method should be explored
for its potential for classification of high resolution imagery. Examining
regions with larger variability in land cover type would be of interest in
building higher-detail classification levels.

Differentiation of road

features into street-related subclasses would focus on extracted object
feature characteristics such as connectivity and length/width ratio.
Initial attempts were made and this subject offers a range of disciplines
and prospects to be explored in further studies.
It is clear that these high-resolution image sources offer an
advantage over traditional data sources, such as Landsat when
performing tasks involving fine-scale feature extraction. Such extraction
is not feasible with the less detailed imagery provided by traditional
sources.

These observations are supported by a study conducted on

Landsat imagery for the counties in the coastal Mississippi (Repaka, et
al., 2004).

Although extraction methods performed on different image
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types yielded slightly different accuracy, there is little variability with
respect to there results. Recognition accuracy realized for the two data
sets is noteworthy considering the complexity of the task.

However,

there was considerable variability in eCognition’s object classification
based on combined choice of segmentation and texture methods. Image
segmentation via “split and merge” was the most resource-intensive; the
“combined feature set” option appears to offer some advantage in
classification, however, and this may be explored in future study.
Detailed review of patterns of classification error and cases where
mistakes were made should improve overall imaging results.
Initial attempts were made to resample the multispectral images to
higher resolution using panchromatic band imagery, so as to evaluate
the classification process after pan sharpening.

Prior to pixel-based

classification, multispectral imagery might be resampled to a higher
resolution (e.g. panchromatic scale) by applying a wavelet-based pansharpening process. Efforts were hindered due to large image file sizes,
which available software had difficulty in processing.

In some cases

segmentation problems arose; eCognition can generate a greater number
of objects than can be referenced via Windows 32-bit address space.
One workaround is to focus on smaller subsets.
In examining varied image sources for potential to detect and
delineate features (such as roads/highways and railroads, varied land
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cover types etc.) it is often useful to examine spatial accuracy. Obtaining
a sufficient set of regional Ground Control Points and road centerlines
via a Real-Time Kinematic GPS unit would allow geo-referencing
(geocoding) of the mosaic to permit detailed comparison of featureclassified results with ground truth information.

Systematic errors

related to instrument accuracy and differences due to sensor position
and to orientation is something that can be estimated, and potentially
eliminated or substantially reduced.

Issues in Imagery Assessment
1.

ArcView 3.2 creating and storing pyramid layer files in cache

directory instead of saving it in image file directory - Initially to solve this
problem of creating pyramid layer files every time the image file is
opened, the cache files were copied and stored in a different location as
the cache was completely cleaned up every time ArcView was opened.
These .rrd files were copied back to cache just before the image files were
opened again. During our continuous attempt to solve this problem to
core we found out that a arbitrary file named “keep.me” created in the
cache directory would hold all the .rrd files created and were protected
from cleaned up during the next session of ArcView. This did not prove
to be a long term solution to this problem as the pyramid layers kept
accumulating in the local cache directory and occupied a lot of memory
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space. When contacting customer service for support on this issue, they
suggested using ArcGIS (ArcMap) version 8.4 where this problem was
fixed (remember earlier versions are not capable of doing this) and the
pyramid files (.rrd) were saved at the same location as the image was.
The files “read only” attribute should be turned off as most of the cases
when you copy image files to local or network drives from the CD/DVD
they are by default “read only” (Britt, 2003).
2.

Mosaic problems with QuickBird and Ikonos images - There

were major issues to over come the mosaic of imagery, which were from
different times of year and different years too. The color balancing did
not work very well in ERDAS Imagine, all the options and combinations
were tried to get to a mosaic that could be successfully be used for
classification, which did not work very well.

The Ikonos imagery gave

some decent results which could be used for classification in eCognition
but using these with pixel based approach is not appropriate and
recommended

“it

is

usually

not

recommendable

to

apply

such

enhancements methods since they falsify the spectral properties of the
objects and thus might complicate the subsequent classification” and
“the objects spectral statistics become modified, which could lead to a
poorer separability” (Hofmann, 2000). After watching the change in DN
values for a particular pixel after color balancing and or histogram match
while mosaicing change considerable, it was deemed to be suitable to
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classify individual image and then do the mosaic process. This would
help to avoid the misclassification that would be induced due to change
in spectral values.
The images need to be registered to a truth layer and this was done
after the classification process, the points for co-registration would be
generated from the original multispectral image and then be used over
the classified image. This also helped to avoid any spectral value change
due to resampling of the image and errors will be kept to minimum
(Mostowy, 2003).
3.

Choosing the right resampling method is very important, the

method that is right for you depends on your application.

Nearest

neighbor interpolation is most appropriate for applications that require
the original pixel intensity values to remain intact.

For example,

applications using data to assess vegetative health would probably prefer
to use the nearest neighbor method. For other applications interested in
the overall appearance of the image rather than the original pixel values,
cubic convolution or 8-point sinc is recommended.

These methods

produce smooth images while maintaining sharp edge detail, making
them acceptable for most practical applications.
4.

Imagery tiles and there organization - Some QuickBird

Imagery Products cannot fit in there entirety on the media type selected
or may be cumbersome to work with due to there large size. Therefore,
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DigitalGlobe offers you the option to break up your imagery into smaller
pieces or tiles. These tiles may be 8k x 8k or 16k x16k. Customers who
do not want to tile their imagery may change their media type to one that
will accommodate the full size of their product, but should understand
that large data files could be difficult to import into some software
packages. As working with a one big file, size greater then 2 GB would
not be possible to be viewed using commercial off the desk software’s
where 2 GB is the maximum limit.
5.

Image Segmentation on Remotely Sensed Earth Imagery -

Image segmentation can be used to enhance virtually any approach to
relative labeling. Generally stated, the group of pixels contained in each
region provides a good statistical sampling of data values for more
reliable labeling based on multispectral or hyperspectral feature values.
In addition, the region shape can be analyzed as an additional clue for
the appropriate labeling of the region. In addition, image segmentation
can be used as a basis for image compression, in which the regions form
a basis for compact representation of the image data.
6.

Segmentation Issues with eCognition, System going static

and running out of memory etc. These issues are due to limited space
for the temporary files. eCognition creates huge temp files these can get
quite large (ranging from 5-12 GB) during its segmentation and
classification process. To an extent this can be handled by changing the
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temp path in “system info” in eCognition. This can only be done if nor
the project is open. In some cases this might encounter problems when
trying to segment this image since it will probably generate more objects
than can be addressed by the windows address space. The only possible
workaround at the moment is probably to work on subsets (Willhauck,
G., 2003).
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Table 1: QuickBird Imaging Spacecraft

Launch Information

Orbit

Per Orbit Collection
Swath Width and
Area Size
Metric Accuracy
Dynamic Range
Communications
ADCS Approach
Pointing and Agility
Onboard Storage
Spacecraft

Date: October 18, 2001
Launch Window: 1851-1906 GMT (1451-1506
EDT)
Launch Vehicle: Delta II
Launch Site: SLC-2W, Vandenberg Air Force
Base, California
Altitude: 450 km - 98 degree, sun-synchronous
inclination
Revisit frequency: 1 to 3.5 days depending on
latitude at 70-cm resolution
Viewing angle: Agile spacecraft - in-track and
cross-track pointing Period: 93.4 minutes
~128 gigabits (approximately 57 single area
images)
Nominal swath width: 16.5-kilometers at nadir,
Accessible ground swath: 544-km centered on
the satellite ground track (to ~30° off nadir
Areas of interest: Single Area - 16.5 km x 16.5
km, Strip - 16.5 km x 165 km
23-meter circular error, 17-meter linear error
(without ground control)
11-bits per pixel
Housekeeping
Payload Data
- X-band from 4, 16 and 256
- 320 Mbps XKbps
band
- 2 Kbps S-band uplink
3-axis stabilized, star tracker/IRU/reaction
wheels, GPS
Accuracy: less than 0.5 milli radians absolute
per axis
Knowledge: less than 15 micro radians per axis
Stability: less than 10 micro radians per second
128 Gbits capacity
Fueled for 7 years
2100 pounds, 3.04-meters (10-ft) in length
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Table 2: QuickBird Product Features

Features

Benefits

Highest resolution sensors available
commercially
- 61-cm (2-ft) panchromatic at nadir
- 2.44-m (8-ft) multispectral at nadir
Industry-leading image accuracy
- Stable platform for precise location
measurement
3-axis stabilized, star
tracker/IRU/reaction wheels, GPS
Fastest large area collection
- 16.5-km width imaging swath
- 128 Gbits on-board image storage
capacity
High image quality
- Off-axis unobscured design of
QuickBird's telescope
Large field-of-view High contrast (MTF)
High signal to noise ratio
- 11 bit dynamic range
Quantization

Acquire high-quality satellite
imagery for map creation,
change detection, and image
analysis
Geolocate features to within 23
meters (75.5 feet) and create
maps in remote areas without
the use of ground control points
Collect a greater supply of
frequently updated global
imagery products more quickly
than competitive systems
Extend the range of suitable
imaging collection targets and
enhance image interpretability
because images can be acquired
at even the lowest light levels
without sacrificing image quality
11 bits

Table 3: QuickBird Sensor Resolution and Spectral Bandwidth
Type

Spectral Resolution

Panchromatic
or
Black and
White

0.45 – 0.90
micrometers

Band1 0.45 – 0.52
Blue
micrometers
Band 2 0.52 – 0.60
micrometers
Multispectral Green
or
Band 3 0.63 – 0.69
Color
Red
micrometers
Band 4
0.76 – 0.90
Near
micrometers
IR
Table 4: QuickBird Spectral Resolution

Spatial
Resolution
0.6-0.72 meter
61-centimeter
GSD (Ground
Sample Distance)
at nadir

Radiometric
Resolution

2.4-2.88 meter
2.44 meter GSD
at nadir

11bit
(mapped to
8 or 16 bits)

(range)

11bit
(mapped to
8 or 16 bits)
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1-meter Black-and-White
4-meter Multispectral or
1- meter Color
Band 2 (green)
Band 3 (red)
Band 4 (near infrared)

Panchrom
atic
Band 1
(blue)
0.51 – 0.60
0.63 – 0.70
0.76 – 0.85

0.45 – 0.90
micrometers
0.45 – 0.52
micrometers
micrometers
micrometers
micrometers

Table 5: Ikonos facts
Launch Date
Operational Life
Orbit
Speed on Orbit
Speed Over the Ground
Number of Revolutions
Around the Earth
Orbit Time Around the Earth
Altitude

Resolution

Image Swath
Equator Crossing Time
Revisit Time
Dynamic Range
Image Bands

24 September 1999
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California
Over 7 Years
98.1 degree, sun synchronous
7.5 kilometers (4.7 miles) per second
6.8 kilometers (4.2 miles) per second
14.7 every 24 hours
98 minutes
681 kilometers (423 miles)
Nadir:
0.82 meters (2.7 feet) panchromatic
3.2 meters (10.5 feet) multispectral
26° Off-Nadir
1.0 meter (3.3 feet) panchromatic
4.0 meters (13.1 feet) multispectral
11.3 kilometers (7.0 miles) at nadir
13.8 kilometers (8.6 miles at 26° offnadir)
Nominally 10:30 a.m. solar time
Approximately 3 days at 1-meter
resolution, 40° latitude
11-bits per pixel
Panchromatic, blue, green, red, near
infrared
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Table 6: Modified Anderson classification scheme for transportation.
Level
Level I
Level II
Level III

Class
1 Urban or Built-up Land
12 Transportatation
121 Roads
122 Railroads

Table 7: Anderson Classification Scheme- Levels 1 and 2, Anderson, et.
al (1976).
Level 1
1

Level 2
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2
21
22
23
24
3
31
32
33
4
41
42
43
5
51
52
53
54
6
61
62
7
71

Land cover Type
Urban or Built-Up Land
Residential
Commercial Services
Industrial
Transportation, Communications
Industrial and Commercial
Mixed Urban or Built-Up Land
Other Urban or Built-Up Land
Agricultural Land
Cropland and Pasture
Orchards, Groves, Vineyards,
Confined Feeding Operations
Other Agricultural Land
Rangeland
Herbaceous Rangeland
Shrub and Brush Rangeland
Mixed Rangeland
Forest Land
Deciduous Forest Land
Evergreen Forest Land
Mixed Forest Land
Water
Streams and Canals
Lakes
Reservoirs
Bays and Estuaries
Wetland
Forested Wetlands
Nonforested Wetlands
Barren Land
Dry Salt Flats
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72
73
74
75
76
77
8
81
82
83
84
85
9
91
92

Beaches
Sandy Areas Other than Beaches
Bare Exposed Rock
Strip Mines, Quarries, and Gravel
Transitional Areas
Mixed Barren Land
Tundra
Shrub and Brush Tundra
Herbaceous Tundra
Bare Ground
Wet Tundra
Mixed Tundra
Perennial Snow/Ice
Perennial Snowfields
Glaciers

Table 8: MrSID compression details
Component
Compression ratio
Actual compression ratio
File type
Georeferencing:
Start time
Completion time
Intensity weight

Description
20.00
6.71
TIFF World
TIFW
Tue Dec 7 20:05:29 1999
Tue Dec 7 20:10:43 1999
4.00

Table 9: Sensor Resolution and Spectral Bandwidth

Band Number
1 (Blue)
2 (Green)
3 (Red)
4 (Near IR)
5 (Middle IR)
6 (Thermal IR)
7 (Middle IR)
8 (Panchromatic)
Table 10: Landsat

Spectral Range
(microns)

Ground
Resolution (m)

.45 - .515
30
.525 - .605
30
.630 - .690
30
.750 - .900
30
1.55 – 1.75
30
10.40 – 12.5
60
2.09 – 2.35
30
.52 - .90
15
7 and ETM+ Characteristics
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Swath width
Repeat coverage interval:
Altitude:
Quantization:
On-board data storage:
Inclination:
Equatorial crossing:
Launch vehicle:
Launch date:

185 kilometers
16 days (233 orbits)
705 kilometers
Best 8 of 9 bits
~375 Gb (solid state)
Sun-synchronous, 98.2 degrees
Descending node; 10:00am +/- 15
min.
Delta II
April 1999

Table 11: Statistical Data Relating RMSEmin / RMSEmax to RMSEc /
RMSEmax
RMSEmin/RMSEmax RMSEc/RMSEmax
1.0000

1.0000

0.8165

0.9063

0.6547

0.8197

0.5000

0.7323

0.3333

0.6327

0.2294

0.5727

0.1005

0.5274

0.0000

0.5151
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Table 12: CE 90 Analysis
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Table 13: Bias Removal for CE 90 Analysis
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Table 14: Horizontal- Order and Class

Horizontal Station Order

Accuracy

a)
b)

5mm +/- 1:10,000,000
8mm +/- 1:1,000,000

A- order
B- order

Table 15: Vertical (Orthometric): Order and Class

Vertical

Order/Class

Tolerance Factor

a)
b)
c)

Class 0
Class 0
Class 0

2.0 mm or less
8.4 mm or less
12.0 mm or less

First
Second
Third

Table 16: Vertical (Ellipsoid): Order and Class

Ellipsoid height
Classification

Order / Class

Maximum Height
Difference Accuracy

a) First
b) First
c) Second
d) Second
e) Third
f) Third
g) Fourth
h) Fourth
i) Fifth
j) Fifth

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

0.5 9mm) / sqrt (km)
0.7
1.0
1.3
2.0
3.0
6.0
15.0
30.0
60.0

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
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Table 17: Ground cover type and land use classes for accuracy
assessment during field trip

Type

Level I / ID

Water bodies
Urban, Developed, Built Up
Low intensity residential
High intensity residential
Transportation
Urban recreational (lawns,
parks etc)
Barren / sparsely vegetated /
fields etc
Wetlands / Marshes
Forested Upland
Deciduous
Evergreen
Mixed

1
2

Level II / ID
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

3

3.1/3.2/3.3

4
5

4.1/4.2
5.1
5.2
5.3
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M

2002
0217

missi
ng

30.54085

2

1

02FEB17164500-M2AS_R2C1000000041925_01_P005.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

-89.64319

30.54207

2

2

02FEB17164500-M2AS_R2C2000000041925_01_P005.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

7

-89.58347

30.54327

2

3

02FEB17164500-M2AS_R2C3000000041925_01_P005.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

8

-89.52374

30.54444

2

4

02FEB17164500-M2AS_R2C4000000041925_01_P005.TIF

M

2002
0217

missi
ng

9

-89.70147

30.48916

3

1

02FEB17164500-M2AS_R3C1000000041925_01_P005.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

1
0

-89.64179

30.49038

3

2

02FEB17164500-M2AS_R3C2000000041925_01_P005.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

1
1

-89.58210

30.49158

3

3

02FEB17164500-M2AS_R3C3000000041925_01_P005.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

1
2

-89.52240

30.49275

3

4

02FEB17164500-M2AS_R3C4000000041925_01_P005.TIF

M

2002
0217

blank

1

-89.70434

30.59253

1

1

02FEB17164500-M2AS_R1C1000000041925_01_P005.TIF

2

-89.64459

30.59376

1

2

3

-89.58484

30.59496

1

4

-89.52508

30.59614

5

-89.70290

6

Filename

Notes

clear

Lat

Band

2002
0217

Lon

Col

M

I
d

Row

Date

Image_
qual

Table 18: Data Catalog for Multispectral Scene 1 - QuickBird

white

white
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1

-89.70435

30.59254

2

-89.64460

30.59377

3

-89.58484

4

Filename

Band

Lat

Col

Lon

Row

I
d

Image
_qual
Notes

Table 19: Data Catalog for Panchromatic Scene 1 - QuickBird
Date

1

1

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R1C1000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

1

2

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R1C2000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

30.59497

1

3

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R1C3000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

-89.52509

30.59615

1

4

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R1C4000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

5

-89.70291

30.54085

2

1

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R2C1000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

6

-89.64319

30.54208

2

2

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R2C2000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

7

-89.58347

30.54328

2

3

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R2C3000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

8

-89.52375

30.54445

2

4

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R2C4000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

9

-89.70148

30.48917

3

1

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R3C1000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

1
0

-89.64179

30.49039

3

2

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R3C2000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

1
1

-89.58210

30.49159

3

3

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R3C3000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

1
2

-89.52241

30.49276

3

4

02FEB17164500-P2AS_R3C4000000041925_01_P005.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc
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30.4882

-89.6441

30.4894

-89.5844

30.4906

-89.5247

30.4918

-89.7024

30.4365

-89.6427

30.4377

-89.5830

30.4389

-89.5234

30.4401

-89.7009

30.3848

1
0

-89.6413

30.3860

1
1

-89.5817

30.3872

1
2

-89.5220

30.3884

1
3

-89.6995

30.3331

1
4

-89.6399

30.3343

1
5

-89.5803

30.3355

1
6

-89.5207

30.3367

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Date

1

1

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R1C1000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

1

2

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R1C2000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

1

3

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R1C3000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

1

4

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R1C4000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

2

1

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R2C1000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

2

2

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R2C2000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

2

3

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R2C3000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

2

4

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R2C4000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

3

1

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R3C1000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

3

2

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R3C2000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

3

3

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R3C3000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

3

4

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R3C4000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

4

1

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R4C1000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

4

2

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R4C2000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

4

3

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R4C3000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

4

4

02FEB17164503-M2AS_R4C4000000041925_01_P006.TIF

M

2002
0217

clear

Notes

-89.7038

1

Filename

Image_
qual

Lat

Col

Lon

Row

I
d

Band

Table 20: Data Catalog for Multispectral Scene 2 - QuickBird
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30.4882

-89.6441

30.4894

-89.5844

30.4906

-89.5247

30.4918

-89.7024

30.4365

-89.6427

30.4377

-89.5831

30.4389

-89.5234

30.4401

-89.7009

30.3848

1
0

-89.6413

30.3860

1
1

-89.5817

30.3872

1
2

-89.5221

30.3884

1
3

-89.6995

30.3331

1
4

-89.6399

30.3344

1
5

-89.5803

30.3355

1
6

-89.5207

30.3367

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Date

1

1

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R1C1000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

1

2

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R1C2000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

1

3

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R1C3000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

1

4

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R1C4000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

2

1

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R2C1000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

2

2

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R2C2000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

2

3

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R2C3000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

2

4

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R2C4000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

3

1

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R3C1000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

3

2

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R3C2000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

3

3

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R3C3000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

3

4

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R3C4000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

4

1

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R4C1000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

4

2

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R4C2000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

4

3

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R4C3000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

4

4

02FEB17164503-P2AS_R4C4000000041925_01_P006.TIF

P

2002
0217

nc

Notes

-89.7038

1

Filename

Image_
qual

Lat

Col

Lon

Row

I
d

Band

Table 21: Data Catalog for Panchromatic Scene 2 - QuickBird
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30.54864

-89.46890

30.54979

-89.52730

30.49694

-89.46760

30.49809

-89.52596

30.44525

-89.46629

30.44639

1
0

-89.52463

30.39355

1
1

-89.46499

30.39469

2
4
5
7
8

Date

1

1

02MAY23164914-M2AS_R1C1000000041926_01_P002.TIF

M

2002
0523

clear

1

2

02MAY23164914-M2AS_R1C2000000041926_01_P002.TIF

M

2002
0523

clear

2

1

02MAY23164914-M2AS_R2C1000000041926_01_P002.TIF

M

2002
0523

clear

2

2

02MAY23164914-M2AS_R2C2000000041926_01_P002.TIF

M

2002
0523

clear

3

1

02MAY23164914-M2AS_R3C1000000041926_01_P002.TIF

M

2002
0523

clear

3

2

02MAY23164914-M2AS_R3C2000000041926_01_P002.TIF

M

2002
0523

clear

4

1

02MAY23164914-M2AS_R4C1000000041926_01_P002.TIF

M

2002
0523

clear

4

2

02MAY23164914-M2AS_R4C2000000041926_01_P002.TIF

M

2002
0523

clear

Notes

-89.52863

1

Filename

Image_
qual

Lat

Col

Lon

Row

I
d

Band

Table 22: Data Catalog for Multispectral Scene 3 - QuickBird
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clouds

02MAY23164914-P2AS_R1C2000000041926_01_P002.TIF

P

2002
0523

clouds

1

02MAY23164914-P2AS_R2C1000000041926_01_P002.TIF

P

2002
0523

clouds

2

2

02MAY23164914-P2AS_R2C2000000041926_01_P002.TIF

P

2002
0523

clouds

30.44526

3

1

02MAY23164914-P2AS_R3C1000000041926_01_P002.TIF

P

2002
0523

clouds

(some
)

-89.46630

30.44640

3

2

02MAY23164914-P2AS_R3C2000000041926_01_P002.TIF

P

2002
0523

clouds

(some
)

1
0

-89.52464

30.39356

4

1

02MAY23164914-P2AS_R4C1000000041926_01_P002.TIF

P

2002
0523

clouds

(one?)

1
1

-89.46500

30.39470

4

2

02MAY23164914-P2AS_R4C2000000041926_01_P002.TIF

P

2002
0523

nc

Lat

1

-89.52865

30.54865

1

1

02MAY23164914-P2AS_R1C1000000041926_01_P002.TIF

2

-89.46891

30.54980

1

2

4

-89.52731

30.49695

2

5

-89.46761

30.49810

7

-89.52597

8

Filename

Band

2002
0523

Lon

Col

P

I
d

Row

Date

Image_
qual

Table 23: Data Catalog for Panchromatic Scene 3 - QuickBird
Notes
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30.41561

1

1

2

-89.46555

30.41675

1

2

4

-89.52387

30.36392

2

1

5

-89.46425

30.36505

2

2

7

-89.52254

30.31222

3

1

8

-89.46295

30.31335

3

2

1
0

-89.52122

30.26052

4

1

1
1

-89.46166

30.26165

4

2

M

2002
0523

clouds

M

2002
0523

clouds

02MAY23164917M2AS_R2C1000000041926_01_P003.TIF

M

2002
0523

corrupt

02MAY23164917M2AS_R2C2000000041926_01_P003.TIF

M

2002
0523

corrupt

M

2002
0523

clouds

M

2002
0523

clear

M

2002
0523

clear

M

2002
0523

clear

Filename
02MAY23164917M2AS_R1C1000000041926_01_P003.TIF
02MAY23164917M2AS_R1C2000000041926_01_P003.TIF

02MAY23164917M2AS_R3C1000000041926_01_P003.TIF
02MAY23164917M2AS_R3C2000000041926_01_P003.TIF
02MAY23164917M2AS_R4C1000000041926_01_P003.TIF
02MAY23164917M2AS_R4C2000000041926_01_P003.TIF

Notes

-89.52520

image
not
readable

Col

1

Date

image
not
readable

Lat

Image
_qual

Lon

Band

I
d

Row

Table 24: Data Catalog for Multispectral Scene 4 - QuickBird
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Table 25: eCognition Segmentation criterion for QuickBird and Ikonos
Imagery
Source
Quick
Bird
Ikonos

Segmentation
Level in
Object
Hierarchy

Scale
Param
eters

Homogeneity
criteria
Color
Shape
%
%

Compac
tness

Smooth
ness

Level 1

40

80

20

0.7

0.3

normal

Level 1

30

80

20

0.7

0.3

normal

Shape Ratio

Segmentatio
n Mode
(Algorithm)

Table 26: eCognition fuzzy rule base formulation for Membership
Function classification - criterion for Ikonos scene po_553891.tif

Object Feature’s
Layer values
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer

values
values
values
values
values

Function
form
Mean diff.
to scene
Mean
Mean
Mean
Ratio
Ratio

Layer

Value range
LB
CP

RB

L3

-

0

-

L2
L3
L1
L3
L4

335
265
0.1445
-

0.127
0.3564

1075
1031
0.2645
-
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Table 27: Extraction results from Supervised/Unsupervised classification
for Ikonos imagery
Road
Poly
AOI
1
2
3

Total # of
Pixels in
AOI
9035
3228
5958

67.93
70.38
84.12

72.86
66.88
74.38

9600
3600
4950

4

3996

83.03

86.46

2500

72.36

83.43

2000

75.18

75.34

5
1346
Overall
classification %

Percentage Classified

Approximate Roadway
Orientation
Supervised Unsupervised Length (m)
NW/SE
N-S
E-W
NSEW
(Intersection)
NE/SW

Table 28: Extraction results from Supervised/Unsupervised classification
for QuickBird imagery
Road
Poly
AOI
1
2
3

Total # of
Pixels in
AOI
12233
4025
9698

63.73
64.07
70.11

67.39
66.36
73.12

9600
3600
4950

4

7075

82.65

79.59

2500

64.10

67.32

2000

69.42

71.35

5
1769
Overall
classification %

Percentage Classified

Approximate Roadway
Orientation
Supervised Unsupervised Length (m)
NW/SE
N-S
E-W
NSEW
(Intersection)
NE/SW
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Table 29: Extraction results from Membership/Nearest Neighbor (N.N.)
classification for Ikonos imagery
Percentage Classified

Road
Poly
AOI
1
2
3

Total # of
Pixels in
AOI
118040
42548
78786

Membership N.N

Approximate Roadway
Length(m)
Orientation

77.17
47.72
91.70

72.60
46.63
89.02

9600
3600
4950

4

56561

62.33

81.62

2500

5
17327
Overall
classification %

69.07

62.54

2000

73.70

74.28

NW/SE
N-S
E-W
NSEW
(Intersection)
NE/SW

Table 30: Extraction results from Membership/Nearest Neighbor
classification for QuickBird Imagery
Road
Poly
AOI
1
2
3

Total # of
Pixels in
AOI
185224
58212
156275

Membership N.N

Approximate Roadway
Length(m)
Orientation

69.51
62.98
99.89

62.08
66.25
79.15

9600
3600
4950

4

115271

94.44

82.55

2500

62.06

62.22

2000

82.55

71.84

5
25564
Overall
classification %

Percentage Classified

NW/SE
N-S
E-W
NSEW
(Intersection)
NE/SW

APPENDIX B
FIGURES
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Figure 1: Mississippi Gulf Coast with major transportation features and
study area

Figure 2: Hierarchical network of image objects
(after Willhauck,G., 2000)
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Figure 3: Mississippi Gulf Coast - Showing the QuickBird footprint for
acquired Imagery
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Figure 4: Location Map for Landsat Feature Extraction Study
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Figure 5: Flow Chart Showing Preliminary Process for “Transportational
Features Update”
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Figure 6: Progress of Landsat sensors

Figure 7: Landsat Imagery of Gulf Region and Area of Interest
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- 116 -

Figure 8: Classified Landsat Imagery for AOI selected

Figure 9: Screenshot of an ArcView GIS Project
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Figure 10: Updated Transportation Features in Yellow and Existing Data
in Blue for Selected Quad – Pass Christian using DOQQ’s

Figure 11: DRG Used for Comparison of Results Obtained
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Figure 12: Several HARN geodetic markers with nearby ground-control
points

ð
4106

4113

4107

ð

ð
ð

4103

ð

4097
4101

ð
ð

4102

4096

ð
ð
4094

Figure 13: GPS coordinates (black) and distance to image-based control
points (red vectors, 10x actual).
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Figure 14: GPS readings (magenta circles) with offsets to image-based
coordinates (red vectors, exaggerated). Green bars show to-scale
displacements for points in sample set.

Figure 15: Radial plot for pictured points with standard and biasadjusted CE90 radii. Inner circles show potential CE90 for same-day
scenes.
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Figure 16: Absolute errors for sample points within regional image group

Figure 17: Boundary criteria for QuickBird image regions
(In the image below black boxes represent boundary pixels)
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Figure 18: Panchromatic image tiles (first set of DVD’s received)

MAY23_164913
FEB12_163946

FEB17_164500

MAY23_164914
FEB12_163948
FEB17_164503

FEB12_163951
FEB17_164506
(1,1)

(1,2)

MAY23_164921

FEB12_163954

(2,1)

(2,2)

(3,1)

(3,2)

FEB17_164500

Figure19 : Panchromatic coverage area showing onlap and side lap
regions. Blue, green and red denote successive acquisition paths. E-W
overlap is not present between February and May images. With example
attribute table for highlighted image tile set (valid image are blocks
shown).
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Figure 20: Ikonos Scene Mosaic with AOI #1

Figure 21: QuickBird Scene Mosaic AOI # 1
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Figure 22: Dead Tiger Creek – Showing Study Regions (AOI’s) Selected

Figure 23: Ikonos Supervised – Showing Study Regions
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Figure 24: Supervised classification, ERDAS Imagine (Ikonos
multispectral image) – AOI # 1

Figure 25: Unsupervised classification, ERDAS Imagine (QuickBird
multispectral image) – AOI # 1
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- 125 -

Figure 26: Supervised classification, ERDAS Imagine (Ikonos
Multispectral image) – AOI # 3

Figure 27: Unsupervised classification, ERDAS Imagine (Ikonos
multispectral image) – AOI # 3
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Figure 28: Membership function, eCognition (QuickBird image –
Multispectral and Panchromatic) – AOI # 3

Figure 29: Nearest Neighbor classification, eCognition (QuickBird –
Multispectral and Panchromatic) – AOI # 3
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Figure 30: Membership function classification, eCognition (QuickBird
image – Multispectral and Panchromatic) – AOI # 2

Figure 31: Membership function classification, eCognition (Ikonos image
– Multispectral and Panchromatic) – AOI # 2
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Figure 32: Nearest Neighbor classification, eCognition (Ikonos image –
Multispectral and Panchromatic) – AOI # 4

Figure 33: Membership function classification, eCognition (QuickBird
image – Multispectral and Panchromatic) – AOI # 5
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Larger than (Boolean)

Larger than

Range (Boolean)
Figure 34: Building eCognition – Membership Function type using
different function forms
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Figure 35: North-South oriented road(s) obscured due to Satellite offnadir angle and tall dense trees along the corridors
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APPENDIX C
CODES
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VB code in ArcMap to convert latitude and longitude in degrees minutes
seconds to decimal degrees obtained from NGS
“Coconverter”
Author: Sunil Repaka
Private Sub coconverter()
Dim coordFirst$(), coordFirstVal#
Dim coordSecond$(), coordSecondVal#
Dim coordFs$, coordSs$
'character that divides string into pieces
'(TAB is Chr$(9))
Dim sepIn$, sepOut$
sepIn = "|"
sepOut = Chr$(9)
Dim s#
Open "C:\Documents and
Settings\repaka\Desktop\dswin\hancock\hancock_list.txt" For Input As
#7
Open "C:\Documents and
Settings\repaka\Desktop\dswin\hancock\hancock_coordinates.txt" For
Output As #8
Print #8, _
"PID" & sepOut & _
"Horizontal_Order" & sepOut & _
"Latitude" & sepOut & _
"Longitude" & sepOut & _
"Designation"
While Not EOF(7)
Line Input #7, ln
parts = Split(ln, sepIn)
numFields = UBound(parts)
'new array length (array contains
split-up string pieces from original line)
coordFirst = Split(parts(3), " ")
coordFirstVal = Abs(Val(coordFirst(0))) + Val(coordFirst(1)) / 60# +
Val(coordFirst(2)) / 3600#
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If (Val(coordFirst(0)) < 0) Then coordFirstVal = -coordFirstVal
coordFs = Format$(coordFirstVal, "000.0000")
While Left$(coordFs, 1) = "0": coordFs = "" & Right$(coordFs,
Len(coordFs) - 1): Wend
While Left$(coordFs, 2) = "-0": coordFs = "-" & Right$(coordFs,
Len(coordFs) - 2): Wend
coordSecond = Split(parts(4), " ")
coordSecondVal = Abs(Val(coordSecond(0))) + Val(coordSecond(1)) /
60# + Val(coordSecond(2)) / 3600#
If (Val(coordSecond(0)) < 0) Then coordSecondVal = coordSecondVal
'crappy hack code garbage yuck!!
coordSecondVal = -coordSecondVal
coordSs = Format$(coordSecondVal, "000.0000")
While Left$(coordSs, 1) = "0": coordSs = "" & Right$(coordSs,
Len(coordSs) - 1): Wend
While Left$(coordSs, 2) = "-0": coordSs = "-" & Right$(coordSs,
Len(coordSs) - 2): Wend
Print #8, parts(1) & sepOut & parts(2) _
& sepOut & coordFs & sepOut & coordSs _
& sepOut & parts(5)
Wend
Close 8
Close 7
End Sub
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VB code in ArcMap to read tile info from the .til files, which contain band
type “pan” or “multi”, number of tiles or subset of the image, file name,
upper left and latitude and longitude.
The file name gave more
information that was required for the attributing of these image tiles eg.
Date, acquisition time “UTC”, product info “pan/multi” “standard imager”
“single/sub-scene” etc.
File name: “new_stuff.mdx”
Author(s): Sunil Repaka & Eric Kolstad
Option Explicit
'<product file name> = <acquisition time>-<product info>_<product
id>.<format extension>
'Product File Name = 08SEP01123645-P2AS000000000987_01_P001.TIF
'<acquisition time> = 08SEP01 (date) 123645 (time). UTC time
'<product info> = P (pan) 2A (standard imagery) S (single/sub-scene)
_R1C1 (tile identifier, if tiled)
'<product id> = 000000000987 (order item id) _01 (increment) _P001
(offset)
'<format extension> = TIF (GeoTIFF)
'02MAY23164917-M2AS_R1C1-000000041926_01_P003.TIF
'InStrRev
Dim infile$, infile_tmp$, outfile$
Dim ln$
Dim part$(), s$()
Dim f1$, f2$
Dim band$
Dim row%, col%
Dim rowOld%, colOld%
Dim rowMax%, colMax%
Dim singleRow As Boolean, singleCol As Boolean
Dim lonStepR#, latStepR# 'vertical distance between cell top/bottom
row-wise
Dim lonStepC#, latStepC# 'horizontal distance between cell left/right
column-wise
Dim tileID$
Dim fileName$, dat$
Dim lon$, lat$
Dim Q$, Qc$
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Dim lon_copy$, lat_copy$, row_copy%, col_copy%
Dim fileName_copy$, band_copy$, tileID_copy$, dat_copy$
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

Alat#(30, 30)
Alon#(30, 30)
i%
mn As Variant
dname$, fname$
dirList$(50)
dirN%
d%

Public Sub gridgen()
mn = Array("JAN", "FEB", "MAR", "APR", "MAY", "JUN", "JUL", "AUG",
"SEP", "OCT", "NOV", "DEC")
Q = Chr$(34): Qc = Q & "," & Q
'base data dir. (containing subdirs w/ .TIL files)
Const basePath = "c:\_1o2\"
'Default spacing for single row and/or column case (edit as needed)
'["C" values used when #cols=1, "R" values used when #rows=1]
'Note: vars. will be set to "last known" values as other multi-row/-column
files are scanned!
lonStepC = 0.06: latStepC = 0.0013
lonStepR = 0.0015: latStepR = -0.0517
dirN = 0
dname = Dir(basePath, vbDirectory)
Do While (dname <> "")
If (dname <> ".") And (dname <> "..") Then
dirList(dirN) = dname: dirN = dirN + 1
End If
dname = Dir
Loop
For d = 0 To dirN - 1
fname = Dir(basePath & dirList(d) & "\" & "*.til")
Do While (fname <> "")
infile = basePath & dirList(d) & "\" & fname
infile_tmp = Left$(infile, Len(infile) - 4) & ".tmp_grd"
outfile = Left$(infile, Len(infile) - 4) & ".txt"
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'fix for Un*x-style files (which usu. have LFs @ EOL; VB's Line Input
only knows CR and CRLF :P)
'Note: String data type has size limit [63K fixed-length, 2billion
dynamic]
Dim CR$, LF$, CRLF$
Dim needToFix As Boolean
CR = Chr$(13): LF = Chr$(10): CRLF = CR & LF
needToFix = False
Open infile For Input As #1
Do While Not EOF(1)
Line Input #1, ln: ln = Trim(ln)
If (Len(ln) > 120) Then 'sounds iffy; don't bother with If Not
InStr(ln, CRLF) check
needToFix = True: Exit Do
End If
Loop
Close 1
If (needToFix) Then
Open infile For Input As #1
Open infile_tmp For Output As #2
While Not EOF(1)
Line Input #1, ln: ln = Trim(ln)
ln = Replace(ln, LF, CRLF)
'can't assume someone *didn't* edit this is both Un*x/Windows
(e.g. PFE32)
'...could have *both* LFs and CRLFs in the same file!
ln = Replace(ln, CR & CRLF, CRLF)
Print #2, ln
Wend
Close 2
Close 1
Else
FileCopy infile, infile_tmp
End If
Open infile_tmp For Input As #7
Open outfile For Output As #8
Print #8, Q & "Lon" & Qc & "Lat" & Qc & "Row" & Qc & "Col" & Qc &
"Filename" & Qc _
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& "Band" & Qc & "ID" & Qc & "Date" & Qc & "Image_qual" &
Qc & "Notes" & Q
row = 1: rowOld = 1: rowMax = 1
col = 1: colOld = 1: colMax = 1
singleRow = False: singleCol = False
tileID = "0"
While Not EOF(7)
Line Input #7, ln: ln = Trim(ln)
part = Split(ln, " = ")
f1 = ""
If (UBound(part) > 0) Then
f1 = Replace(UCase(part(0)), Chr$(9), "")
f2 = Replace(part(1), Chr$(9), "")
f2 = Replace(part(1), ";", "")
f1 = Trim(f1): f2 = Trim(f2)
End If
Select Case f1
Case "BEGIN_GROUP": 'else could've checked if (StrComp(f1,
"BEGIN_GROUP") = 0)
s = Split(f2, "_"): tileID = "" & Val(s(1))
'tileID = "" & (Val(tileID) + 1)

yyyy

Case "FILENAME":
'02MAY23164917-M2AS_R1C1-000000041926_01_P003.TIF
fileName = Replace(f2, Chr$(34), "")
'get date
Dim yyyy$, mm$, dd$
yyyy = Mid$(fileName, 1, 2)
If (Val(yyyy) > 69) Then yyyy = "19" & yyyy Else yyyy = "20" &
mm = Mid$(fileName, 3, 3)
For i = 1 To 12
If (mn(i - 1) = mm) Then
mm = Format$("" & i, "00"): Exit For
End If
Next i
If (Len(mm) <> 2) Then mm = "??"
dd = Mid$(fileName, 6, 2)
dat = yyyy & mm & dd
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'get band + row/col
Dim rc$
s = Split(f2, "-"): s = Split(s(1), "_")
band = Left$(s(0), 1)
If (UBound(s) > 0) Then 'if fileset only has one image, won't
have _RnCn info
rc = s(1): rc = Replace(rc, "R", ""): rc = Replace(rc, "C", " "):
s = Split(rc, " ")
rowOld = row: colOld = col
row = Val(s(0)): col = Val(s(1))
End If
If (row > rowMax) Then rowMax = row
If (col > colMax) Then colMax = col
Case "ULLON":
lon = f2
Case "ULLAT":
'now have all the collective info
lat = f2
'if row just advanced, need to find end-of-row point first
If (row > rowOld) Then
'edit 7/22: 1 col, 2 rows didn't work [e.g. 6577_10276/02nov17162854m2as-000000029373_01_p001.til]
If (colMax = 1) Then singleCol = True
StoreVars
row = rowOld: col = (colOld + 1)
ComputeRowEndpt
WriteInfoTo 8
Alat(row, col) = Val(lat)
Alon(row, col) = Val(lon)
RestoreVars
'tileID = "" & (Val(tileID) + 1)
End If
WriteInfoTo 8
Alat(row, col) = Val(lat)
Alon(row, col) = Val(lon)
End Select
Wend
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'see if we're working with a single point width (in which case we'll have
to guess at cell size)
If (rowMax = 1) Then singleRow = True
If (colMax = 1) Then singleCol = True
'calc. pt at end of last row
'tileID = "" & (Val(tileID) + 1)
col = (col + 1)
ComputeRowEndpt
WriteInfoTo 8
Alat(row, col) = Val(lat)
Alon(row, col) = Val(lon)
'now do last row...
row = row + 1
For i = 1 To colMax + 1
col = i
'tileID = "" & (Val(tileID) + 1)
ComputeColEndpt
WriteInfoTo 8
Alat(row, col) = Val(lat)
Alon(row, col) = Val(lon)
Next i
Close 8
Close 7
Kill infile_tmp
fname = Dir
Loop
Next d
MsgBox "Done."
End Sub
Private Sub WriteInfoTo(fileNo%)
Print #fileNo, lon & "," & lat & "," & row & "," & col & "," & fileName &
"," _
& band & "," & tileID & "," & dat & "," & "" & "," & ""
'Image_qual,Notes
End Sub
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Private Sub StoreVars()
lon_copy = lon: lat_copy = lat: row_copy = row: col_copy = col
fileName_copy = fileName: band_copy = band: tileID_copy = tileID:
dat_copy = dat
End Sub
Private Sub RestoreVars()
lon = lon_copy: lat = lat_copy: row = row_copy: col = col_copy
fileName = fileName_copy: band = band_copy: tileID = tileID_copy: dat
= dat_copy
End Sub
'Guess the rightmost & lowermost grid coordinates from averaged
UpperLeft cell corner distance
'Note: We're assuming the grid is rectangular (i.e. same # of rows/cols
everywhere, no gaps)
Private Sub ComputeRowEndpt()
Dim c%, la#, lo#
If Not singleCol Then
la = 0#
For c = 2 To colMax
la = la + (Alat(row, c) - Alat(row, c - 1))
Next c
latStepC = la / (colMax - 1)
End If
lat = Format$(Alat(row, colMax) + latStepC, "###.00000000")
If Not singleCol Then
lo = 0#
For c = 2 To colMax
lo = lo + (Alon(row, c) - Alon(row, c - 1))
Next c
lonStepC = lo / (colMax - 1)
End If
lon = Format$(Alon(row, colMax) + lonStepC, "###.00000000")
fileName = "": band = "": tileID = "": dat = ""
End Sub
Private Sub ComputeColEndpt()
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Dim r%, la#, lo#
If Not singleRow Then
la = 0#
For r = 2 To rowMax
la = la + (Alat(r, col) - Alat(r - 1, col))
Next r
latStepR = la / (rowMax - 1)
End If
lat = Format$(Alat(rowMax, col) + latStepR, "###.00000000")
If Not singleRow Then
lo = 0#
For r = 2 To rowMax
lo = lo + (Alon(r, col) - Alon(r - 1, col))
Next r
lonStepR = lo / (rowMax - 1)
End If
lon = Format$(Alon(rowMax, col) + lonStepR, "###.00000000")
fileName = "": band = "": tileID = "": dat = ""
End Sub
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An example of a .til file for a pan image “02MAY23164914P2AS_000000029365_01_P004.TIF” used to extract the attribute
information to a .CSV file.
File name: “02may23164914-p2as-000000029365_01_p004.til”
bandId = "P";
numTiles = 4;
BEGIN_GROUP = TILE_1
filename = "02MAY23164914-P2AS_R1C1000000029365_01_P004.TIF";
colOffset = 0;
rowOffset = 0;
ULLon = -89.53996200;
ULLat =
30.54845485;
END_GROUP = TILE_1
BEGIN_GROUP = TILE_2
filename = "02MAY23164914-P2AS_R1C2000000029365_01_P004.TIF";
colOffset = 16384;
rowOffset = 0;
ULLon = -89.42049793;
ULLat =
30.55073126;
END_GROUP = TILE_2
BEGIN_GROUP = TILE_3
filename = "02MAY23164914-P2AS_R2C1000000029365_01_P004.TIF";
colOffset = 0;
rowOffset = 16384;
ULLon = -89.53727559;
ULLat =
30.44506319;
END_GROUP = TILE_3
BEGIN_GROUP = TILE_4
filename = "02MAY23164914-P2AS_R2C2000000029365_01_P004.TIF";
colOffset = 16384;
rowOffset = 16384;
ULLon = -89.41793756;
ULLat =
30.44733028;
END_GROUP = TILE_4
END;
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Mat lab code for analysis “Raster Completeness” of the results obtained
from different classification schemes.
“Compare.m”
Author(s): Sunil Repaka & Veeraraghavan
function
[num_ref_road,num_class_road,perc]=compare(class_img,road_class_vect
or)
% function
[num_ref_road,num_class_road,perc]=compare(class_img,road_class_vect
or)
%
% Function to compute accuracy of classification of roads
% num_ref_road= number of road pixels in reference image
% num_class_road=number of road pixels in classified image
% perc - gives the correlation between the reference and the
% classified image.
%
% class_img
= is the path of the image file
% road_class_vector
= value(s) for road label.
%
% road_class_vector is a vector which specifies which class labels are
% to be taken as road.
% to read in the image.
class_image=imread(class_img);
% initialize the refernce mask
ref_size=size(class_image);
% to put all ones in the refrence image as the whole image
% is considered to be the reference road segment
ref_mask=zeros(ref_size);
j=find(class_image>0);
ref_mask(j)=1;
% initialize class mask , i.e create a mask full of zeros of the same size
class_mask=zeros(ref_size);
% calculate the number of different road pixel labels
L=length(road_class_vector);
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for i=1:L
% set class_mask =1 wherever there is road label
% in the class image
j=find(class_image==road_class_vector(i));
class_mask(j)=1;
end
num_ref_road=sum(sum(ref_mask));
num_class_road=sum(sum(class_mask));
perc=(num_class_road/num_ref_road)*100;
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ArcView Avenue script to convert two points to displacement vector by
adding arrow. Also used to scale the displacement vector (magnify), this
code was used to generate and display the displacement vectors (arrows)
in for the CE90 analysis.
Author: Jianping Hu

Source: www.arcscripts.esri.com
Keyword: “ Vectorizing two points to line with Arrow”
http://arcscripts.esri.com/details.asp?dbid=11714’

